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Health

FACE TO FACE SECTION – PART 1
GENERAL HEALTH
IntCons
INTERVIEWER: Before you start the interview, confirm that the respondent has read
the consent leaflet.
1 continue
Intro1
Before we start the interview, I would like to remind you that if we come to any question
that you don't want to answer, just let me know and we'll go onto the next question.
1 continue
ODoB
I would like to start by asking you a few questions about your health, but can I just
check first:
What is your date of birth?
INTERVIEWER: enter in the format dd/mm/yyyy.
If not known press <Ctrl+K>.
IF (RDoBY = NONRESPONSE) THEN
RAge
Can I just check, what was your age last birthday?
IF RAge=Nonresponse THEN

RAgeGr
Would you say roughly what age group you are in?
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent refuses to give you their age then please code what
you think the rough age group is.
1
16 - 17
2
18 - 19
3
20 - 24
4
25 - 34
5
35 – 44
6
45 – 54
7
55 – 64
8
65 - 74
9
(Not established: don't use this code)
ENDIF
ENDIF

RSex
INTERVIEWER: record whether respondent is male or female.
1 Male
2 Female
1

Health
"Now your health. How is your health in general?
Would you say it is ...READ OUT..."
1. "...very good,"
2. "...good,"
3. "...fair,"
4. "...bad,"
5. "or very bad?"
Disabil
"Do you have any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity?
By long-standing I mean anything that has troubled you over a period of time, or that is likely to
affect you over a period of time?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
IF Disabil=Yes THEN
Limit
"Does this limit your activities in any way?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
END IF
MedConA
SHOW CARD A
Has a doctor ever told you that you have any of the medical conditions listed on this card?
1 Yes
2 No
IF MedConA=Yes THEN
MedWchA
SHOW CARD A, again.
Which ones? Just tell me the numbers on the card.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 Arthritis
2 Heart attack
3 Coronary Artery disease / angina / other form of heart disease
4 Hypertension, also known as high blood pressure
5 Stroke
6 Diabetes, also known as high blood sugar
7 Chronic Lung disease (not including asthma)
8 Parkinson’s disease
9 Epilepsy
IF MedWchA=Heart attack or coronary artery disease / angina / other heart disease
THEN
DrgHeart
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor because of heart
disease?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
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IF MedWchA=Hypertension THEN
DrgHyp
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for hypertension, or
high blood pressure?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
IF MedWchA=Diabetes THEN
DrgIns
Are you currently injecting insulin for diabetes?
1 Yes
2 No
DrgDi
Are you currently taking any medicines, tablets or pills (other than insulin injections) for
diabetes?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
IF MedWchA=Parkinson’s THEN
DrgPark
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for Parkinson’s
disease?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
IF MedWchA=Epilepsy THEN
DrgEpil
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for Epilepsy?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
ENDIF
IF Sex=Male THEN
MedConB
SHOW CARD B
Have you ever had any of the following medical conditions or procedures?
1 Yes
2 No
IF MedConB=Yes THEN
MedWchB
SHOW CARD B, again.
Which ones? Just tell me the numbers on this card.
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply
1 Prostate enlargement
2 Prostate cancer
3 Prostate surgery
4 Bladder surgery
3

5 Genital surgery
6Abdominal surgery
7Broken hip or pelvis bone
8Hip replacement
IF MedWchB=Prostate enlargement or prostate cancer or prostate surgery THEN
DrgPros

Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for
Prostate disease?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
END IF
END IF
IF Sex=Female THEN
MedConC
SHOW CARD C
Have you ever had any of the following medical conditions or procedures?
1 Yes
2 No
IF MedConC=Yes THEN
MedWchC
SHOW CARD C, again.
Which ones? Just tell me the numbers on this card.
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply
1 Hysterectomy
2 Bladder Surgery
3 Genital or gynaecological surgery
4 Caesarean section / C section
5 Abdominal surgery
6 Broken hip or pelvis bone
7 Hip replacement
IF MedWchC=Hysterectomy THEN
WhnHyst
How old were you when you had a hysterectomy?
Range: 0…74
END IF
END IF
END IF
MedConD
SHOW CARD D
In the last 12 months, that is since (date 12 months ago), have you received treatment from a
health professional for any of the medical conditions listed on this card?
1 Yes
2 No
IF MedConD=Yes THEN
MedWchD
SHOW CARD D, again.
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Which ones in the last year? Just tell me the numbers on the card.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 Back ache lasting for 3 months or longer
2 Any other muscle or bone disease lasting for 3 months or longer
3 Depression
4 Any other mental health condition
5 Any other neurological condition, apart from Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy
6 Cancer
7 Any thyroid condition
8 Any (ovarian/testicular) or pituitary condition
9 WOMEN ONLY: Polycystic ovaries
10 WOMEN ONLY: I have received IVF or other fertility treatment
IF MedWchD=Depression THEN
DrgDep
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for depression?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
IF MedWchD=Other mental health condition THEN
DrgMH
Are you currently taking any type of medicine prescribed by a doctor for a mental health
condition, other than depression?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
END IF
IF (Health = fair, bad or very bad) or (any medical condition from Cards A, B, C and D) or
disabil = yes THEN
HeFInt
The next question asks about difficulties you may have walking up a flight of stairs
because of a health problem. By health problem we mean any long-term physical,
mental or emotional problem or illness.
INTERVIEWER: Press 1 and Enter to continue.
1..1
HeFunc
By yourself and without using any special equipment, how much difficulty do you usually
have walking up a flight of stairs?
Do you have…
READ OUT
1
….no difficulty,
2
some difficulty,
3
much difficulty,
4
or, are you unable to do this?
IF HeFunc=(some difficulty…unable to do this) THEN
HeAtt
SHOW CARD E
What are the symptoms that cause you difficulty walking up a flight of stairs?
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply
1 Chest pain
5

2 Shortness of breath
3 Pain
4 Weakness or fatigue
5 I am a wheelchair user
6 Amputation
7 Visual problems
8 Tremor or balance problems
9 Unsteady on the feet
10 Fear of falling
11 Incontinence or fear of incontinence
12 Some other problem or symptom
END IF
END IF
Drink
I am now going to ask you a few questions about drinking alcohol - that is if you drink.
Do you ever drink alcohol nowadays?
(INTERVIEWER: If the respondent does not drink alcohol at the moment because she is
pregnant then answer 'no'.)
1. Yes
2. No
IF ((Drink = Yes) THEN
DrinkOft
CARD F
How often have you had an alcoholic drink of any kind during the last 12 months?
1. Five or more days a week
2. Three or four days a week
3. Once or twice a week
4. Once or twice a month
5. Once or twice in the last 12 months
6. Not at all in the last 12 months
IF (DrinkOft = 1-4) THEN
ManyAlc2
CARD G
This card shows what we mean by units of alcohol.
About how many units do you usually have on the days when you have any.
Please don’t count special occasions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

One or two
Three or four
Five or six
More than six
I Only drink on special occasions
Other answer

DrinkNum
CARD G, again
Again, this card shows what we mean by units of alcohol.
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How often do you have (six/eight) or more units on one occasion…READ
OUT…
1 Never
2 Less than monthly
3 Monthly
4 Weekly; or
5 Daily or almost daily?
ENDIF
ENDIF
SmokeNow
Do you ever smoke cigarettes at all nowadays?"
INTERVIEWER: Include roll-ups but exclude cigars.
1. Yes
2. No
IF (SmokeNow = Yes) THEN
NoSmoke
About how many cigarettes a day do you usually smoke?
INTERVIEWER: enter number per day.
If respondent can only give range, take the mid-point.
If respondent smokes roll-ups ask them to estimate the number of roll-ups.
If respondent says more at weekends than weekdays, take weekend number.
If less than one a day, enter 0.
Numeric: 0..97
ELSE IF (SmokeNow = No) THEN
ExSmoke
Did you ever smoke cigarettes regularly, that is, at least one cigarette a day?
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
Weight
I would like to ask how much you weigh at present.
(INTERVIEWER: If respondent is pregnant ask for her pre-pregnancy weight.)
RECORD OR ASK: Do you prefer to give your weight in...
1. stones and pounds
2. or, kilograms
3. Weight not known
IF Weight=stones THEN
StWeight
RECORD OR ASK: How many stones?
INTERVIEWER: Record number of stones.
Numeric: 0..40
LbWeight
RECORD OR ASK: And how many pounds?
INTERVIEWER: Record to nearest pound.
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Numeric: 0..13
ELSE IF Weight=kilos
KgWeight
"RECORD OR ASK: About how much do you weigh in kilograms?
INTERVIEWER: Record to nearest kilogram.
Numeric: 0..250
END IF
Height
"Now I would like to ask how tall you are.
RECORD OR ASK: Do you prefer to give your height in...
1. feet and inches
2. or, centimeters
3. Height not known
IF height=feet THEN
FtHeight
RECORD OR ASK: How tall are you in feet?
INTERVIEWER: Record number of feet.
Numeric: 0..7
InHeight
RECORD OR ASK: And how many inches?
RECORD TO NEAREST INCH.
Numeric: 0..11
ELSE IF height=cm THEN
CmHeight
RECORD OR ASK: About how tall are you in centimetres?
Numeric: 0..220

END IF
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FAMILY
Sibany
CARD H
Now a few questions about you and your family.
Looking at this card, do you have, or have you ever had any brothers or sisters?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
IF ASKED: Do not include still-born brothers or sisters.
1. Full (natural) Brother
2. Full (natural) Sister
3. Adopted Brother
4. Adopted Sister
5. Half Brother
6. Half Sister
7. Step Brother
8. Step Sister
9. No brothers or sisters
IF Sibany=natural brother THEN
SibBro
How many natural brothers do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF Sibany=natural sister THEN
SibSis
How many natural sisters do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF Sibany=adopted brother THEN
Sibadbr
How many adopted brothers do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF Sibany=adopted sister THEN
Sibadsis
How many adopted sisters do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF Sibany=half brother THEN
Sibhabr
How many half brothers do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF Sibany=half sister THEN
Sibhasis
How many half sisters do, or did, you have?
END IF

IF Sibany=step brother THEN
Sibstbr
How many step brothers do, or did, you have?
9

END IF
IF Sibany=step sister THEN
Sibstsis
How many step sisters do, or did, you have?
END IF
IF (Sibany<>no brothers or sisters) THEN
SibLive
Did you live with (this/any of these) (natural, adopted, half or step-)(brothers or sisters)
when you were growing up. This could have been for all or just part of the time you were
growing up?
1 Yes
2 No
IF SibLive=Yes THEN
SibPos2
Thinking about the sibling(s) you lived with when you were growing up, were
you the…
1 Oldest,
2 Youngest; or
3 In between?
END IF
END IF

BothMaPa2
Did you live more or less continuously with both of your natural parents at home until you were
14?
EXPLAIN IF NECESSARY: That is your birth parents.
INTERVIEWER: 'yes' to include:
• respondent at boarding school
• Respondent away temporarily
• Respondent’s parent serving in armed forces or away temporarily
1 Yes
2 No
IF (BothMaPa2 = No) THEN

YNotBoth2
Is that because there was ...READ OUT...
1 ...a divorce or separation,
2 or, a death,
3 or, are you adopted,
4 or, your parents never lived together,
5 or, is there another reason?
WhoLive
SHOW CARD I
Please look at this card and tell me the number that describes who you were living with
when you were aged 14.
INTERVIEWER: Stepfather/Stepmother includes cohabiting partners of natural parent.
1. Adoptive mother and father
2. Mother and stepfather
3. Father and stepmother
10

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mother only
Father only
In Local Authority care / foster home
Natural mother and father
Other (please say who)

IF WhoLive=Other THEN
XWhoLive
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press the key with the red sticker when
finished.
END IF
END IF
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LEARNING ABOUT SEX
IF ((BothMaPa2=Yes) OR (WhoLive=1- 5 or 7)) THEN
TalkMaPA
Now I'd like to ask some questions about when you were growing up and learning about sex.
When you were about 14, did you find it easy or difficult to talk to your (textfill answer from
wholive) about sexual matters, or didn't you discuss sexual matters with (them/her/him) at
that age?
INTERVIEWER: Code one only.
1
2
3
4
ENDIF

Easy (with one or both)
Difficult
Didn't discuss (with either)
Varied/depended on topic

LearnSex
SHOW CARD J
(Now I'd like to ask you some questions about when you were growing up and learning about
sex.)
When you were growing up, in which of the ways listed on this card did you learn about sexual
matters?
EXPLAIN: You can just tell me the code letters.
PROBE: What other ways?
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply.
1. (A) doctor, nurse or clinic
2. (B) Internet – sexual advice websites
3. (D) Lessons at school
4. (F) Internet – other
5. (G) Books / magazines / newspapers
6. (J) Friends of about my own age
7. (K) Television / radio / DVDs / videos
8. (P) Mother (including step or adoptive)
9. (Q) Father (including step or adoptive)
10. (S) First (girlfriend/boyfriend) or sexual partner
11. (T) Internet – pornographic websites
12. (W) Pornographic magazines / films
13. (X) Brother(s) / sister(s) (including half, step, or adoptive)
14. (Z) Other (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)
Note: Answer options shown in randomised order on showcard.
IF Other IN LearnSex THEN

XLernSex
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <alt+s> when finished.
ENDIF
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IF MORE THAN ONE ANSWER CODED AT LEARNSEX THEN

LernMost
SHOW CARD J
From which one of those did you learn most?
1. (A) doctor, nurse or clinic
2. (B) Internet – sexual advice websites
3. (D) Lessons at school
4. (F) Internet – other
5. (G) Books / magazines / newspapers
6. (J) Friends of about my own age
7. (K) Television / radio / DVDs / videos
8. (P) Mother (including step or adoptive)
9. (Q) Father (including step or adoptive)
10. (S) First (girlfriend/boyfriend) or sexual partner
11. (T) Internet – pornographic websites
12. (W) Pornographic magazines / films
13. (X) Brother(s) / sister(s) (including half, step, or adoptive)
14. (Z) Other (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)
ENDIF
Note: Answer options shown in randomised order on showcard.

LearnMor
SHOW CARD K
Looking back to the time when you first felt ready to have some sexual experience yourself, is
there anything on this list that you now feel you ought to have known more about?
IF YES: Which ones?
PROBE: What others?
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply.
1. (A) Other sexual practices
2. (B)All of them
3. (C)How girls' bodies develop
4. (D) Sexually transmitted infections (e.g. VD / Chlamydia / HIV)
5. (F) Safer sex
6. (H) Sexual intercourse
7. (J) How to use a condom correctly
8. (K) How to make sex more satisfying
9. (L) Homosexuality, lesbianism
10. (M) Sexual feelings, emotions and relationships
11. (Q) How boys' bodies develop
12. (R) Contraception, birth control
13. (S) How to be able to say 'No'
14. (T) Masturbation
15. (V) How a baby is born
97 Would have liked to know more but can't specify which
13

98 None of these - knew enough
99 (Z) None - not ready for sexual experience yet
Note: Answer options shown in randomised order on showcard.

IF (LearnMor = 1..97) THEN

WhoLern
CARD L
How, or from whom, would you have liked to learn more about those sexual matters:
please choose just one or two from this list?
INTERVIEWER: Code up to two.
1. (A) doctor, nurse or clinic
2. (B) Internet – sexual advice websites
3. (D) Lessons at school
4. (F) Internet – other
5. (G) Books / magazines / newspapers
6. (J) Friends of about my own age
7. (K) Television / radio / DVDs / videos
8. (P) Mother (including step or adoptive)
9. (Q) Father (including step or adoptive)
10. (S) First (girlfriend/boyfriend) or sexual partner
11. (T) Internet – pornographic websites
12. (W) Pornographic magazines / films
13. (X) Brother(s) / sister(s) (including half, step, or adoptive)
14. (Z) Other (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)
Note: Answer options shown in randomised order on showcard.
IF Other IN WhoLern THEN

XWhoLern
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <alt> and <s> when finished.
ENDIF
END IF
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FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIENCES
IntroInt
CARD M
On this card are two questions about your own experience. For each question would you tell me
your age at the time, or just say, 'this hasn't ever happened'.
INTERVIEWER: pause, to give respondent time to read card.
Do not read out the questions (which are on the card) unless the respondent needs help.
If respondent queries meaning of b, explain: any kind of experience that you feel is sexual.
DO NOT READ A AND B:
A - How old were you when you first had sexual intercourse with someone of
the opposite sex, or hasn't this happened?
B - How old were you when you first had any type of experience of a sexual
kind - for example, kissing, petting, or feeling one another - with someone of the
opposite sex (or hasn't this happened either)?
PRESS <1> AND <Enter> TO CONTINUE.
Text: Maximum 1 character

FirstInt
ASK: How about question A?
INTERVIEWER: enter exact age.
Not sure of age - PROBE: About how old? code 95 and type in estimate at next question.
Hasn't ever happened, CODE 96.
Refused to answer, CODE 97.
Range: 0..97
IF (FirstInt = 95) THEN

XFrstInt
INTERVIEWER: Type in estimated age for question a.
Range: 0..74
END IF
Note: NextInt to xnxtage are not new questions, they have just been moved from the
end of this module
IF FirstInt or XfrstInt <13 THEN

NextInt
Looking at question A again, has this happened with anybody else since you turned 13?
1
Yes
2
Not with anybody else since age 13
97
Refused to answer
IF (NextInt = Yes) THEN

NextAge
How old were you then?
INTERVIEWER: Enter exact age.
15

Not sure of age - PROBE: About how old?
Code 95 and give estimate at next question.
Refused to answer, CODE 97.
Range: 13..97

IF (NextAge = 95) THEN

XNxtAge
RECORD ESTIMATED AGE.
Range: 13..74
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

FirstExp
ASK: And how about question B?
INTERVIEWER: enter exact age.
Not sure of age - PROBE: About how old? code 95 and type in estimate at next question.
Hasn't ever happened, CODE 96.
Refused to answer, CODE 97.
Range: 0..97
IF (FirstExp = 95) THEN

XFrstExp
INTERVIER: Type in estimated age for question b.
Range: 0..74
ENDIF
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DMDebut: Age at first intercourse (taken from firstint/xfrstint unless this is under 13, in
which case taken from nextage/xnxtage)
Routing for DMDebut, copied from blaise:
IF FirstInt IN [13..74] THEN
DMDebut:= FirstInt
ENDIF
IF FirstInt = 95 THEN
XFrstInt
CHECK
IF (XFrstInt = RESPONSE) THEN
XFrstInt <= DMAge
INVOLVING(XFrstInt)
"@/This is more than the respondent's current age, please amend."
SIGNAL
(XFrstInt > 4)
"@/Please confirm that ^XFrstInt is the correct answer."
ENDIF
IF XFrstInt IN [13..74] THEN
DMDebut:= XFrstInt
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (FirstInt IN [1..12]) OR (XFrstInt IN [1..12]) THEN
NextInt
IF NextInt = Yes THEN
NextAge
CHECK
(NextAge <= DMAge) OR (NextAge IN [95..97])
INVOLVING(NextAge)
"@/This is more than the respondent's current age, please amend."
IF NextAge IN [13..74] THEN
DMDebut:= NextAge
ENDIF
IF NextAge = 95 THEN
XNxtAge
CHECK
(XNxtAge <= DMAge)
INVOLVING(XNxtAge)
"@/This is more than the respondent's current age, please amend."
IF XNxtAge IN [13..74] THEN
DMDebut:= XNxtAge
ENDIF
ENDIF
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IF (DMDebut >= 13) and (FirstInt<>96) THEN

Privacy
Interviewer code your assessment of interview circumstances:
1 Private enough to ask
2 Definitely not private enough to ask questions on first experiences
Note: if Privacy=2 (not private enough to ask) Age1Part-XMMainRe will be asked at the start
of the CASI, before heterosexual sex.

IF Privacy=Private THEN
Age1Part
The next few questions are about the first time you had sexual intercourse with
someone of the opposite sex (that is, the first person you had sex with after you turned
13).
How old was that partner at that time?
INTERVIEWER: enter age.
If not sure of age - PROBE: About how old? CODE 95 AND GIVE AN ESTIMATE AT
NEXT QUESTION.
Never knew partner's age, CODE 97
Can't remember partner's age, CODE 98
Range: 1..98
IF (Age1Part = 95) THEN

XAge1Prt
INTERVIEWER: Record estimated age.
Range: 1..97
ENDIF

Parts1st
As far as you now know, was it (also) your partner's first time ever, or not?
IF DON'T KNOW, PROBE: Do you think it was (her/his) first time, or not?
1
Yes, first time
2
Think it was first time
3
Think it was not first time
4
No, not first time

BothWill
Would you say that you were both equally willing to have intercourse that first time, or
was one of you more willing than the other?
IF ONE MORE WILLING: Who was more willing?
1
Both equally willing
2
Respondent more willing
3
Partner more willing
IF (BothWill = Partner more willing) THEN

PrtWill
Would you say...READ OUT...
1
...that you were also willing,
18

2
3

or, that you had to be persuaded,
or, that you were forced?

IF PrtWill=forced THEN
ForPrec
CARD N
Was any form of contraception used on that occasion, or not?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
1. (T) Condom (Sheath/Durex)
2. (G) The Pill
3. (X) Emergency contraception
4. (W) Other contraception
5. (C) No contraception used
ForJMet
CARD O
Which one of these descriptions best applies to you and this person at
that time?
1. (V) It was someone I didn’t know
2. (A) We had recently met
3. (F) We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady
relationship
4. (K) We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
5. (Y) We were in a steady relationship
6. (J) We were living together as a couple / married at the time
7. (T) Something else
END IF
ENDIF

IF (Bothwill=equally willing OR respondent more willing) OR (PrtWill=also
willing OR persuaded) THEN
AnyPre2
CARD P
Did you or your partner use any form of contraception or take any precautions that first
time, or not?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply. PROBE: What else?
1
(T) Condom (Sheath/Durex)
2
(G) The Pill
3
(X) Emergency contraception
4
(W) Other contraception
5
(R) (partner) withdrew
6
(A) Made sure it was a safe period
7
(F) No precautions by me, don't know about partner
8
(C) No precautions by either of us

JustMet2
CARD Q
Which one of these descriptions applies best to you and your partner at the time you
first had intercourse?
INTERVIEWER: One code only. if more than one applies, code the one furthest down
the list.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(V) We had just met for the first time
(A) We had recently met
(F) We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady relationship
(K) We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
(Y) We were in a steady relationship at the time
(J) We were living together as a couple / married at the time

Privat2
INTERVIEWER: Is it still private enough to ask the remaining few questions in this
section?
1.
Yes
2.
No

IF Privat2=Yes THEN
FstMet
SHOW CARD R
How did you meet the person who you first had sexual intercourse with?
1 (Q) At school
2 (E) At university or college
3 (R) At work (or through work)
4 (T) In a pub, bar, night club, dance, or disco
5 (Y) Introduced by friends or family
6 (U) Through a sports club, faith group, or other organisation or society
7 (I) On holiday or while travelling
8 (O) Internet dating website
9 (P) Other dating agency / personal ads
10 (A) Online, but not through a dating website
11 (S) Had always known each other (eg as family friends or neighbours)
12 (D) Neighbour/lived locally/house or flatshare
13 (F) Arranged marriage
14 (G) In a public place (e.g. park, cafe, shop, public transport)
15 (H) (MEN ONLY) She was a sex worker / prostitute
16 (J) Other (Specify at next question)
IF FstMet=other THEN
XFstMet
INTERVIEWER: type in other answer given. press <alt>+<s> when
finished.
END IF

RtTime
Looking back now to the first time you had sexual intercourse,
do you think… READ OUT
1
...you should have waited longer before having sex with anyone,
2
or, that you should not have waited so long,
3
or, was it about the right time?
IF (JustMet <> Living together/Married) THEN

FstRes
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CARD S
Which of these things applied to you at the time?
EXPLAIN: You can just tell me the code letters.
PROBE: Which others? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.
1
(M) I was curious about what it would be like
2
(C) I was carried away by my feelings
3
(F) Most people in my age group seemed to be doing it
4
(L) It seemed like a natural 'follow on' in the relationship
5
(R) I was a bit drunk at the time
6
(V) I had smoked some cannabis
7
(X) I had taken some other drugs
8
(H) I wanted to lose my virginity
9
(D) I was in love
10
(S) Other particular factor (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)
11
Can't remember
IF FstRes=Other THEN
XFstRes
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given. Press <alt> + <s>
when finished.
END IF

IF more than one answer coded at FstRes THEN
MainRea2
CARD S
Please choose the main one that applied at the time.
INTERVIEWER: Code one only.
1
(M) I was curious about what it would be like
2
(C) I was carried away by my feelings
3
(F) Most people in my age group seemed to be doing it
4
(L) It seemed like a natural 'follow on' in the relationship
5
(R) I was a bit drunk at the time
6
(V) I had smoked some cannabis
7
(X) I had taken some other drugs
8
(H) I wanted to lose my virginity
9
(D) I was in love
10
(S) Other particular factor (SPECIFY AT NEXT
QUESTION)
11
12

Can't choose
Can't remember

IF (MainRea2 = Other) THEN

XMainRes
INTERVIEWER: type in other answer given, press <alt>
<s> when finished.
END IF
END IF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
END IF
and
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CONTRACEPTION
If DMDebut>=13 THEN
EverUse2
"CARD T
Now I'd like to ask you a few more general questions about things affecting sex. First,
from this list, could you tell me which you or any partner have ever used, together? Just
tell me the code letters.
PROBE: What others?
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply."
(A) No method used – ever
(B) (Partner has been /I have been sterilized)
(C) (I have been /partner has been sterilized (had vasectomy))
(D) The Pill
(E) Male condom
(F) Female condom
(G) Morning after pill
(H) Emergency intra-uterine device (IUD)
(I) Coil/intra-uterine device (IUD)
(J) Hormonal IUD - MIRENA
(K) Cap/diaphragm
(L) Injections
(M) Spermicides (foams/gels/sprays/pessaries)
(N) Natural family planning (safe period/rhythm method/Persona)
(O) Withdrawal
(P) Implants
(Q) Other method of protection (please say what)
IF Other IN EverUse2 THEN
XEverUsd
"INTERVIEWER: type in other answer given, press <alt>+<s> when finished."
Open type: long verbatim answer
END IF
IF EverUsed<>No method used (i.e.respondent has used some form of
contraception ever) THEN
UsedYr2
CARD U
And which have you used at all with a partner in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: What others"
(A) No method used in the last year
(B) (Partner has been /I am sterilized)
(C) (I have been /partner has been sterilized (had vasectomy))
(D) The Pill
(E) Male condom
(F)Female condom
(G) Morning after pill
(H) Emergency intra-uterine device (IUD)
(I) Coil/intra-uterine device (IUD)
(J) Hormonal IUD - MIRENA
(K) Cap/diaphragm
(L) Injections
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(M) Spermicides (foams/gels/sprays/pessaries)
(N) Natural family planning (safe period/rhythm method/Persona)
(O) Withdrawal
(P) Implants
(Q) Other answer given at EverUse2
Multicoded: up to 20 codes
IF more than one method given at UsedYr2 ask DblCon2 UNLESS those
methods are the following combinations:
- Female sterilized+pill
- Female sterilised+MornPill
- Female sterilised+EmIUD
- Female sterilised+Diaph
- Female sterilised+Inject
- Female sterilised+Gels
- Female sterilised+SafePer
- Female sterilised+WithDr
- Female sterilised+Implant
- Pill+Coil
- Pill+HormIUD
- Pill+Inject
- Pill+Implant
- Cond om+FeCon
- EmIUD+Coil
- EmIUD+HormIUD
- Coil+HormIUD
- Coil+Inject
- Coil+Implant
- HormIUD+inject
- HormIUD+implant
DblCon2
"You mentioned that you have used more than one method of
contraception.
In the last year have you always used these methods on different
occasions or have you sometimes used them in combination on the same
occasion?"
1. "Always used on different occasions"
2. "Sometimes in combination on same occasion (including once only)"
3. "Always in combination on same occasion"
END IF
IF UsedYr2=any answer other than ‘no method used’ THEN
UsualCo2
CARD V
Which would you say is your most usual method these days?
INTERVIEWER: code up to 3 methods."
(A) No method used at the moment
(B) (Partner has been /Iam sterilized)
(C) (I have been /partner has been sterilized (had vasectomy))
(D) The pill
(E) Male condom
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(F) Female condom
(G) Morning after pill
(H) Emergency intra-uterine device (IUD)
(I) Coil/intra-uterine device (IUD)
(J) Hormonal IUS - MIRENA
(K) Cap/diaphragm
(L) Injections
(M) Spermicides (foams/gels/sprays/pessaries)
(N) Natural family planning (safe period/rhythm method/Persona)
(O) Withdrawal
(P) Implants
(Q) Other answer given at EverUse2
Multicoded: up to 3 codes
END IF
IF Condom IN UsedYr2 or Condom in UsualCo2 THEN
WhyCond
"In the past year have you used condoms ...READ OUT..."
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply
1 to prevent pregnancy;
2 or to protect against HIV; or
3 to protect against other sexually transmitted infections
END IF
END IF
END IF
If UsedYr2= any answer other than ‘no method used’ THEN
FPSourc2
"CARD W
Have you got contraception from any of these sources in the last year?
PROBE: Which others?
INTERVIEWER: code all that apply.
1. "(A) A doctor or nurse at your GP’s surgery”
2. “(B) Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. “(C) Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. "(D) NHS antenatal clinic / midwife"
5. "(E) Private doctor or clinic"
6. "(F) Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
7. "(G) Pharmacy / Chemist
8. "(H) Internet website
9. "(I) Supplies from school / college / university services
10. "(J) Over the counter at a petrol station/supermarket/other shop"
11. "(K) Vending machine"
12. "(L) Mail order"
13. "(M) Hospital accident and emergency (A & E) department"
14. "(N) Any other type of place (please say where)"
15. I have not got contraception in the last year
Multicoded: up to 12 codes
IF FPSource=other THEN
XFPSrce
"INTERVIEWER: type in other answer given, press <alt>+<s> when finished."
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Open type: long verbatim answer
END IF
FPPref2
"CARD X
If all of these different types of service were available in your area and easy to get to,
which one you would you prefer to get contraception from?”
CODE ONE ONLY.
1. "(A) A doctor or Nurse at your GP’s surgery”
2. “(B) Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. “(C) Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. "(D) Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
5. "(E) Pharmacy / Chemist
6. “(F) NHS or Department of Health website”
7. “None of these”
8. Not needed
END IF
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PERIODS AND MENOPAUSE
IF Rsex=female THEN
Periods2
"How old were you when you started menstruating (having periods)?
INTERVIEWER: Type in the age in years. Ask respondent to estimate if they cannot
remember exactly. If respondent has not started menstruating, type ‘97’.
Range 1..97
If Periods2<>97THEN
Periods3
The next question is about your menstrual cycle.
When was the first day of your most recent menstrual period? Was it…
1. In the last 7 days
2. Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3. Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4. Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5. Between 1 year and 5 years ago, or
6. Longer than 5 years ago

IF Periods3 was longer than one year ago (response codes 5 or 6) THEN
PerLst
How old were you when you had your most recent menstrual period?
.
HRTever
Have you ever taken hormone replacement therapy (HRT)?
1. “Yes”
2. “No”
If HRTever=”Yes” THEN
HRTstill
Are you still on hormone replacement therapy (HRT)?
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
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SEXUAL ATTRACTION AND EXPERIENCE
AttScale
CARD Y
Now please read this card carefully as it is important that you understand it and are as honest
as you can be in your answer. When you've finished reading, tell me which letter represents
your answer.
INTERVIEWER: wait till respondent has read card, then code answer.
card says (do not read out):
I have felt sexually attracted...
1 (K) Only to (females/males), never to (males/females)
2 (C) More often to (females/males), and at least once to a (male/female)
3 (F) About equally often to (females/males) and to (males/females)
4 (L) More often to (males/females), and at least once to a (female/male)
5 (D) Only ever to (males/females), never to (females/males)
6 (N) I have never felt sexually attracted to anyone at all
7 Refused

ExpScale
CARD Z
As before, please read this card carefully and be as honest as you can be in your answer.
When you've finished reading, tell me which letter represents your answer.
INTERVIEWER: wait till respondent has read card, then code answer.
card says (do not read out):
Sexual experience is any kind of contact with another person that you felt was sexual (it could
be just kissing or touching, or intercourse or any other form of sex). I have had some sexual
experience...
1 (R) Only with (females/males) (or a (female/male)), never with a (male/female)
2 (Q) More often with (females/males), and at least once with a (male/female)
3 (T) About equally often with (females/males) and with (males/females)
4 (B) More often with (males/females), and at least once with a (female/male)
5 (Z) Only with (males/females) (or a (male/female)), never with a (female/male)
6 (W) I have never had any sexual experience with anyone at all
7 Refused
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SELF-COMPLETION

Routing into the Self completion:
IF ((ExpScale IN [MOppos..OnlySa] OR (DMDebut >= 13)) OR (ExpScale IN [OnlyOp,
Ref])) THEN
SCElig = Yes
ELSE
SCElig = No
ENDIF
Routed in if:
- they reported heterosexual sex aged 13+ and/or
- they reported any sexual experience in expscale or
- they refused to answer expscale
Not routed in if:
- no sex aged 13+ and
- no sexual experience
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INTRODUCTION
IF SCElig = No THEN

NotSComp
INTERVIEWER ONLY: this respondent does not qualify for the self-completion section.
Press 1 and enter to continue with next face-to-face section.
1 Continue
ENDIF
IF SCelig=yes then continue with CASI:

ICASI
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT TO ALL:
The next questions are for you to answer yourself using the computer. The computer is very
easy to use.
The questions are quite personal and, this way, your answers will be completely confidential
and I won't see them. When you have finished, the whole section will get automatically locked
up inside the computer so that I can't look back at it.
These questions may take a while to answer, but they are very important to us, so please take
as much time as you need.
1 Continue

SCAccept
INTERVIEWER CODE:
1 Respondent accepted CASI
2 CASI to be asked face to face by interviewer
3 Respondent refused CASI (CODE REASON AT NEXT QUESTION)
IF SCAcept=3 THEN

XSCAcept
INTERVIEWER: code reason for refusal.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.
1 Didn't like computer
2 Eyesight problems
3 Could not read/write
4 Other disability
5 Objected to subject
6 Worried about confidentiality
7 Language problems
8 Ran out of time
9 Couldn't be bothered
10 Other - specify at next question
IF Other IN XSCAcept THEN

XXSCAcpt
INTERVIEWER: type in other answer given, press <ALT> + <S> when finished.
ENDIF
ENDIF
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IF (SCAccept = Accept) THEN

InPrac
Before you start I will show you how to enter your answers into the computer.
INTERVIEWER: Press 1 and Enter, then turn the screen to the respondent and let them
enter their answers while you observe and help if necessary.
1 Continue
CASIPra1
Have you used a computer before?
Please choose one answer.
Press the number next to the answer you want to give then press the key with the red sticker
to move on.
1 Yes
2 No
CASIPra2
Which of these do you have in your home?
This time you can choose more than one answer if you want.
After each answer you need to press the space bar (the large bar at the bottom of the
keyboard).
When you have given all of your answers, press the key with the red sticker to move on.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TV
Radio
Washing machine
Dishwasher
Computer
Microwave

CASIPra3
How many times have you visited the cinema in the last 4 weeks?
Type in a number using the number keys, then press the key with the red sticker to move on.
Type in 99 for ‘don’t know’.
CASIPra4
Name the last television programme you watched.
This time you can type in your answer using the letter keys. Once you have typed in your
answer press the key with the red sticker to move on.
EndPrac
"That is the end of the practice questions. Now please answer the next set of questions by
yourself.
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If at any point you would like to change your answers you can go back to previous questions
using the arrow keys. There will also be a chance to make changes at the end. If you need
any further help or explanations, do ask the interviewer.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on. "
Intq
"If you come across a question on the laptop that does not apply to you, please just follow
the instructions on screen.
If you need help at any point, please ask the interviewer.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on."
:1..1
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Routing within the CASI:
Those who consistently report that they have not had sex will answer a shortened version of the
CASI. Detailed routing below:
ASK SHORTENED VERISION OF CASI IF
- (no heterosexual sex aged 13+ (i.e. DMDebut<13 or FirstInt=96, 97) AND
- never having had sex with an opposite sex partner [hetcheck=2] OR (lastvag=7 AND
oralyou=7 AND oralprt=7 AND analsex=7) AND
- never having had sex with a same sex partner since the age of 13 [([eversam=2] OR
[genisam=2]) OR (genisam=1 AND agegsam<13 AND nextageg=2])

These people will be asked the following questions/modules:
o Heterosexual sex – only: Gencont & Masturb
o Same sex sex – only initial questions eversam-nextageg
o Fertility intentions (but not infertility)
o Sexually transmitted infections and HPV vaccinations – only: everpap, hpvever,
hpvcomp, hpvofref, hpvwhere(with normal age and gender restrictions) AND
chlmtest, chltstwh, chltstwy, chlofref IF aged under 25
o Circumcision
o HIV testing
o Sexual function: SFFSatis-SFHWch only (SFFSatis and SFDst only if aged 16-17)
o Drugs
o Mood
o Final self-completion section
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FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIENCES (2)
Note: These questions appear in the CASI if the interviewer coded that it was not private
enough to ask face to face.

IF Privacy=Private THEN
Age1Par2
The first set of questions are about the first time you had sexual intercourse with
someone of the opposite sex (that is, the first new partner you had sex with after you
turned 13).
How old was that partner at that time?
Type in the age in years.
Please estimate the age if you can’t say exactly.
If you never knew their age type in ‘98’.
Range: 1..97

Parts1s2
As far as you now know, was it (his/her) first time ever, or not?
1
Yes, first time
2
Think it was first time
3
Think it was not first time
4
No, not first time
5
Don’t know at all

BothWil2
Would you say that you were both equally willing to have intercourse that first time, or
was one of you more willing than the other?
1
Both equally willing
2
I was more willing
3
(He/She) was more willing
IF (BothWill = Partner more willing) THEN

PrtWill2
Would you say that…
1
You were also willing,
2
or, that you had to be persuaded,
3
or, that you were forced?
IF PrtWill=forced THEN
ForPrec2
Was any form of contraception used on that occasion, or not?
You can type in more than one answer by pressing the spacebar in
between each number.
1. Condom
2. The Pill
3. Emergency contraception
4. Other contraception
5. No contraception used
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that

ForJMet2
Which one of these descriptions best applies to you and this person at
time?
1. It was someone I didn’t know
2. We had recently met
3. We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady
relationship
4. We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
5. We were in a steady relationship
6. We were living together as a couple / married at the time
7. Something else

END IF
ENDIF

IF (Bothwill=equally willing OR respondent more willing) OR (PrtWill=also
willing OR persuaded) THEN
AnyPre2
Did you or your partner use any form of contraception or take any precautions that first
time, or not?
You can type in more than one answer by pressing the spacebar in between each
number.
1
Condom (Sheath/Durex)
2
The pill
3
Emergency contraception
4
Other contraception
5
(partner) withdrew
6
Made sure it was a safe period
7
No precautions by me, don't know about partner
8
No precautions by either of us

JustMet3
CARD N
Which one of these descriptions applies best to you and your partner at the time you
first had intercourse?
Please just choose one answer.
1. We had just met for the first time
2. We had recently met
3. We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady relationship
4. We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
5. We were in a steady relationship at the time
6. We were living together as a couple / married at the time
END IF
IF Privacy=Private OR Privat2=Yes
FstMet2
The first set of questions are about the first time you had sexual intercourse with
someone of the opposite sex (that is, the first new partner you had sex with after you
turned 13).
How did you meet the person who you first had sexual intercourse with?
Please choose one answer from the list.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

At school
At university or college
At work (or through work)
In a pub, bar, night club, dance, or disco
Introduced by friends or family
Through a sports club, faith group, or other organisation or society
On holiday or while travelling
Internet dating website
Other dating agency / personal ads
Online, but not through a dating website
Had always known each other (for example as family friends or neighbours)
Neighbour/lived locally/house or flatshare
Arranged marriage
In a public place (e.g. park, museum, shop, public transport)
(He/she) was a sex worker / prostitute
Other (Please type in at next question)

IF FstMet=other THEN
XFstMet
Type in how you first met and then press the key with the red sticker.

RtTime2
Looking back now to the first time you had sexual intercourse,
do you think
1
...you should have waited longer before having sex with anyone,
2
or, that you should not have waited so long,
3
or, was it at about the right time?
IF (JustMet <> Married) THEN

FstRes
Which of these things applied to you at the time?
You can type in more than one answer by pressing the spacebar in between each
number.
1
I was curious about what it would be like
2
I was carried away by my feelings
3
Most people in my age group seemed to be doing it
4
It seemed like a natural 'follow on' in the relationship
5
I was a bit drunk at the time
6
I had smoked some cannabis
7
I had taken some other drugs
8
I wanted to lose my virginity
9
I was in love
10
Other particular factor (please type in at next question)

IF FstRes=Other THEN
XFstRes2
Please type in the other thing(s) that applied at the time and then press the key
with
the red sticker.
END IF

IF more than one answer coded at FstRes THEN
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MainRea3
CARD P
Please choose the main one that applied at the time.
1
(M) I was curious about what it would be like
2
(C) I was carried away by my feelings
3
(F) Most people in my age group seemed to be doing it
4
(L) It seemed like a natural 'follow on' in the relationship
5
(R) I was a bit drunk at the time
6
(V) I had smoked some cannabis
7
(X) I had taken some other drugs
8
(H) I wanted to lose my virginity
9
(D) I was in love
10
(S) Other particular factor (please write in at next question)
IF (MainReas = Other) THEN

XMainRe2
Type in the main reason and then press the key with the red sticker.
END IF
ENDIF
ENDIF
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TERMS
TermInt
Some of the questions that follow use terms like oral sex and vaginal intercourse.
So that everyone attaches the same meaning to these terms, they are explained on the next
two screens. Please be sure to read these explanations.
When you have finished reading each screen press 1 and the key with the red sticker to move
on.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on. "

Terms1
PARTNERS OR SEXUAL PARTNERS:
People who have had sex together - whether just once, or a few times, or as regular partners,
or as married partners.
GENITAL AREA:
A man's penis or a woman's vagina - that is, the sex organs.
VAGINAL SEX (vaginal sexual intercourse):
A man's penis in a woman's vagina.
ORAL SEX (oral sexual intercourse):
A (woman/man's) or a (man/woman's) mouth on a partner's genital area.
ANAL SEX (anal sexual intercourse):
A man's penis in a partner's anus (rectum or back passage).
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on.

Terms2
SEXUAL INTERCOURSE, OR 'HAVING SEX':
This includes vaginal, oral and anal sexual intercourse.
GENITAL CONTACT NOT INVOLVING INTERCOURSE:
Forms of contact with the genital area NOT leading to intercourse (vaginal, oral, or anal), but
intended to achieve orgasm, for example, stimulating by hand (mutual masturbation).
MASTURBATION
To arouse yourself sexually.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on.
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HETEROSEXUAL SEX
IF (FirstInt=96 or 97) OR DMDebut<13.
HetCheck
Sex with (women / men).

had

Can we just check now that you have read these terms: since age 13, have you ever
sex with a (man/woman)?

That is vaginal intercourse, oral sex, or anal sex.
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
ASK ALL except if hetcheck=no

LastVag
The (first/next) questions are about different kinds of sex with (WOMEN/MEN).
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had vaginal sexual intercourse with a
(woman/man)?
Vaginal sexual intercourse is a man's penis in a woman's vagina
If it has never happened, type in ‘7’.
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had vaginal intercourse

OralYou
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sex with a (woman/man) - by you to
(her/him), that is your mouth on (her/his) genital area?
If it has never happened, type in ‘7’.
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had oral sex - by me to a (woman/man)

OralPrt
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sex with a (woman/man) - by (her/him) to
you, that is (her/his) mouth on your genital area?
If it has never happened, type in ‘7’.
1 In the last 7 days
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2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had oral sex - by a (woman/man) to me

AnalSex
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sex with a (woman/man)?
Anal sex (anal sexual intercourse) is a man's penis in a partner's anus (rectum or back
passage).
If it has never happened, type in '7'.
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had anal sex
END IF
ASK ALL (even if hetcheck=no)

GenCont2
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had genital contact with a (woman/man) not
involving intercourse?
Genital contact not involving intercourse:
Forms of contact with the genital area NOT leading to intercourse (vaginal, oral, or anal), but
intended to achieve orgasm, for example, stimulating by hand.
If it has never happened, type in ‘7’.
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had genital contact (without intercourse as well)
IF any of OralYou, OralPart, lastvag, analsex in the last 4 weeks THEN

Sex4Wks
On how many occasions in the last 4 weeks have you had sex with a (woman/man)?
This means vaginal intercourse, oral sex, anal sex.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you
want information about the meaning of
these terms.
Please give an estimate if you can't say exactly.
Type in the number of occasions in the last 4 weeks.
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Range: 0..200

IF SEX4WKS>0 THEN
No4Wks
How many (women/men) have you had sex with in the last 4 weeks?
Please type in the number.
Range: 1..997

[EXAMPLE OF RANGE CHECK PROMPT BUILT INTO THE CASI:]

IF No4Wks >= 50 THEN
Just to check, is (response at No4Wks) the number of (women/men) you have
had sex with in the last 4 weeks? If the answer is correct, press <alt> and <S>
together (Suppress) and continue.
ENDIF
[EXAMPLE OF CONSISTENCY CHECK PROMPT BUILT INTO THE CASI:]

IF Sex4Wks >= No4Wks THEN
Are you sure of that answer? You said that you had sex in the last 4 weeks with
(response at No4Wks) partner(s), but on (response at Sex4Wks) occasion(s). If
the answer is correct, press <alt> and <S> together (Suppress). If you want to
change an answer, use the arrow keys below the key with the red sticker to
highlight that answer and press the key with the red sticker.
ENDIF
IF (No4Wks = 1) THEN

N1In4Wk
Was this a new partner with whom you had not had sex before?
1
Yes
2
No
ENDIF
IF (No4Wks > 1) THEN

New4Wks
How many of these were new partners with whom you had not had sex
before?
Please type in the number, '0' if none.
Range: 0..997
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF lastvag=in the last 4 weeks or analsex=in the last 4 weeks AND sex4wks>0
THEN

Cond4Wk
(Did you use a condom (sheath)/ Was a condom (sheath) used) when having
vaginal (or anal) sex with a (woman/man) in the last 4 weeks?
1
Yes, used every time
2
Yes, used sometimes
3
No, not used in the last 4 weeks
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END IF

IF any of lastvag, oralyou, oralprt, analsex in last 7 days THEN
Sex7Day
On how many occasions in the last 7 days have you had sex with a
(woman/man)?
Please type in the number of occations in the last 7 days, '0' if none.
Range: 0..97
ENDIF
END IF
IF (LastVag IN [WEEK..YEAR] OR AnalSex IN [WEEK..YEAR]) THEN

YrCond
In the last YEAR have you ever had vaginal (or anal) intercourse with a (woman/man)
without using a condom?
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of these
terms.
1
Yes (have had intercourse without a condom in the past year)
2
No (have used a condom on all occasions of vaginal (or anal) intercourse in the
past year)
IF (YrCond = Yes) THEN

NoNoCon
How many (women/men) have you had vaginal (or anal) intercourse with in the
past year without using a condom?
Please type in the number.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of
these terms.
Range: 1..997
ENDIF
ENDIF

Masturb
When, if ever, was the last occasion you masturbated? That is aroused yourself sexually.
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 year and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never masturbated or aroused myself sexually
IF Masturb = 1 THEN
MastNum
In the last 7 days, how many times have you masturbated? That is aroused yourself
sexually.
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Type in the number of occasions in the last seven days, type ' 0 ' if none. "
Numeric: 0..97
END IF
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HOMOSEXUAL SEX
EverSam
The next questions are about sex with (men/women)
Have you ever had any kind of sexual experience or sexual contact with a (male/female)?
Please say 'yes' here, even if it was a long time ago or did not involve contact with the (genital
area/penis/vagina).
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of this term.
1 Yes
2 No
IF (EverSam = Yes) THEN

FrstSam
How old were you the first time that happened?
Please type in the age in years.
Range: 1..74

GeniSam
Have you had sex with a (man/woman) involving (genital area/penis/vaginal) contact?
(That is oral (or anal) sex or any other contact involving the genital area.)
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of this term.
1 Yes
2 No
IF (GeniSam = Yes) THEN

AgeGSam
And how old were you the first time you had sex with a (man/woman) involving (genital
area/penis/vaginal) contact?
This could be the same age you just gave, or older.
Please type in the age in years
Range: 1..74
IF (AgeGSam < 13) THEN

NextAgeG
Have you had sex with any other (men/women) involving (genital area/penis/vaginal)
contact since you turned 13?
1 Yes
2 Not with anybody else since age 13
IF (NextAgeG = Yes) THEN

NextASam
How old were you then?
Please estimate how old you were if you can’t say exactly. If you are unable to
estimate please type in ‘97’."
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Range: 13..97
END IF
ENDIF
IF (AgeGSam> 12 or NextAgeG =Yes)

SamOYou
This is about different kinds of sex with (male/female) partners, involving contact with
the (genital area/penis/vagina).
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sex with a (man/woman) - by you
to a (him/her), that is your mouth on (his/her) genital area?
1
In the last 7 days
2
Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3
Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4
Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5
Between 1 and 5 years ago
6
Longer than 5 years ago
7
Never had oral sex - by me to a (man/woman)

SamOPar
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sex with a (man/woman) - by
(her/him) to you, that is (his/her) mouth on your genital area?
1
In the last 7 days
2
Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3
Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4
Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5
Between 1 and 5 years ago
6
Longer than 5 years ago
7
Never had oral sex – by a (man/woman) to me
IF (DMSex = Male) THEN

SamAYou
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sex with a man - by you to
him?
That is your penis in a man’s anus (rectum or back passage).
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had anal sex - by me to a man

SamAHim
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sex with a man - by him to
you?
That is a partner’s penis in your anus (rectum or back passage).
1 In the last 7 days
2 Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3 Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4 Between 6 months and 1 year ago
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5 Between 1 and 5 years ago
6 Longer than 5 years ago
7 Never had anal sex - by him to me
ENDIF

SamGen
When was the last occasion you had any other form of sex with a (man/woman)
that involved genital contact but not also oral (or anal) sex?
Genital contact not involving intercourse is forms of contact with the genital area
not leading to oral (or anal) intercourse, but intending to achieve orgasm, for
example, by stimulating by hand.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of
other terms.
1
In the last 7 days
2
Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3
Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago
4
Between 6 months and 1 year ago
5
Between 1 and 5 years ago
6
Longer than 5 years ago
7
Never had genital contact without oral and/or anal sex as well
IF (any of samoyou, samopar, samayou, samahim, samgen in last 4 weeks)
THEN

Sam4Wks
On how many occasions in the last 4 weeks have you had sex with a
(man/woman)?
Please give an estimate if you can't say exactly.
Type in the number, ‘0’ if none.
Range: 0..200
IF (Sam4Wks > 0) THEN

SamNo4W
With how many (men/women) have you had sex in the last 4 weeks?
Please type in the number.
Range: 1..997
IF (SamNo4W = 1) THEN

H1New4W
Was this a new partner with whom you had not had sex before?
1
Yes

2

No

ENDIF
IF (SamNo4W > 1) THEN

SamNw4W
How many of these were new partners with whom you had not
had sex before?
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Please type in the number, ‘0’ if none.

Range: 0..997
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (DMSex = Male) and (samahim = in last 4 weeks OR samayou = in last 4
weeks) THEN

SamCo4W
Was a condom (sheath) used on any occasions of having anal sex with a man in
the last 4 weeks?
1
Yes, used on every occasion
2
Yes, used on some occasions
3
No, not used in the last 4 weeks
ENDIF
IF ANY OF SamoYou, SamOpar, SamAyou, SamAHim, SanGen in the last 7
days THEN
Sam7Day
On how many occasions in the last 7 days have you had sex with a
(man/woman)?
Please type in the number, ‘0’ if none.
Range: 0..97
ENDIF
IF (SamAYou IN [WEEK..YEAR] OR SamAHim IN [WEEK..YEAR]) THEN

AnCom
In the last year, when you've had anal sex, how often have you, or your partner,
used a condom?
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of the
term ‘anal sex’.
1
Every time
2
Most of the time
3
Occasonally
4
Not at all in the last year
IF AnCom IN [Most..None] THEN

NoAnCom
In the last year, how many men have you had anal intercourse with without
using a condom?
Please type in the number, ‘0’ if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of
the term ‘anal sex’.
Range: 0..997
ENDIF
ENDIF
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IF sex=male THEN

GayPub2
How often, if at all, do you usually go to gay pubs, bars, or clubs?
1.
At least once a week
2.
Less often but at least once a month
3.
Less often but at least twice a year
4.
Less often but at least once a year
5.
Less often than once a year
6.
Never
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
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NUMBER OF PARTNERS
IF SCAccept = Respondent accepted CASI AND [(any of lastvag, oralyou, oralprt, analsex
<7, or DK or RF) OR (genisam=yes AND (agegsam>12 or nextasam>12))]

PartInt
The next questions are about the number of people you have had sex with at different
times in your life.
When answering these questions please include everyone you have ever had sex
with, whether it was just once, a few times, a regular partner or (wife/husband).
Be as accurate as you can: give your best estimate if you can't remember exactly.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on.
1..1

IF (any of lastvag, oralyou, oralprt, analsex < 7, or DK, or RF) THEN
HetLife
Altogether, in your life so far, how many (women/men) have you had sexual
intercourse with (vaginal, oral or anal)?
Please type in the number, '0' if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of
these terms.
Range: 0..9997
IF (HetLife > 4) THEN
HetCalc
Which of these best describes how you worked out that answer?
1. I just knew the number
2. I remembered each partner, and counted them up
3. I estimated or guessed the number
4. I remembered some partners and then added on an estimated
number for others
5. Other
ENDIF
IF (HetLife > 0 or Hetlife=DK) THEN

Het5Yrs
Altogether, in the last 5 years, how many (women/men) have you had
sexual intercourse with?
Please type in the number in the last 5 years, '0' if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the
meaning of these terms.
Range: 0..9997
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IF Het5yrs>0 THEN

Het1Yr
And altogether, in the last year, how many (women/men) have
you had sexual intercourse with?
Please type in the number in the last year, '0' if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about
the meaning of these terms.
Range: 0..997
IF (Het1Yr > 1) THEN

NoNewPt
How many of these (women/men) were new partners who
you had sex with for the first time during the last year?
Please type in the number, '0' if none.
Range: 0..997
ELSEIF (Het1Yr = 1) THEN

HetNewP
Was this (woman/man) a new partner who you had sex
with for the first time during the last year?
1
Yes
2
No
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (oralyou <1 year ago) OR (oralprt <1 year ago)) AND (lastvag in week..longer)
OR (analsex in week..longer)THEN
IntroOS
In the last year, were there any (women/men) you had only oral sex
with, and never vaginal (or anal) sex?
1
Yes
2
No
IF (IntroOS = Yes) THEN

OralOn
How many different (women/men) in the last year did you have
only oral sex with, and never vaginal (or anal sex)?
Please type in the number.
Range: 1..997
IF Het1Yr>0 AND (OralOn<=Het1Yr) THEN

OralPre
Previously, you said you had sex with (number given at Het1Yr)
(woman/women/man/men) in the last year. Does this number
include (all/both of) the (woman/women/man/men) you had only
oral sex with?
1
Yes, (all/both) included
2
No, did not include (all of them/both of them)
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ENDIF
IF (OralPre = No) OR (OralOn>Het1Yr) THEN

H1YrTot
In total, how many different (women/men) did you have sex with in
the last year, including those you had only oral sex with?
Please type in the number.
Range: 1..997
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (Het1yr>1) OR (H1YrTot>1) THEN
Swing
In the last year, have you and a (female / male) partner, as a couple, engaged in sex
with other couples?
1. yes
2. No
END IF
IF (Het1Yr > 0) THEN

Het3Mnt
Altogether, in the last 3 months, how many (women/men) have you had sexual
intercourse (vaginal, oral or anal) with?
Please type in the number in the last 3 months, '0' if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of
these terms.
Range: 0..997
END IF
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SAME SEX PARTNERS
IF genisam=yes AND (agegsam>12 or nextasam>12) THEN
SamLife
Altogether, in your life so far, how many (men/women – same sex) have you had sex
with(that is oral (or anal) sex or other forms of genital contact)?
Please type in the number in your life (so far), '0' if none.
Press the key with the blue sticker if you want information about the meaning of these
terms.
Range: 0..9997
IF (SamLife > 4) THEN
SamCalc
Which of these best describes how you worked out that answer?
1. I just knew the number
2. I remembered each partner, and counted them up
3. I estimated or guessed the number
4. I remembered some partners and then added on an estimated number for
others
5. Other
ENDIF
IF (SamLife > 0 or SamLife=DK) THEN

Sam5Yrs
Altogether, in the last 5 YEARS, how many (men/women) have you had sex
with?
Please type in the number in the last 5 years, '0' if none.
Range: 0..9997
IF (Sam5Yrs > 0) THEN

Sam1Yr
And - altogether, in the last YEAR, how many (men/women) have you
had sex with?
Please type in the number in the last year, '0' if none.
Range: 0..997
IF (Sam1Yr > 1) THEN

SNoNewP
How many of these (men/women) were new partners who you
had sex with for the first time during the last year?
Please type in the number, '0' if none.
Range: 0..997
ELSEIF (Sam1Yr = 1) THEN

SamNewP
Was this (man/woman) a new partner who you had sex with for
the first time during the last year?
1
Yes
2
No
ENDIF
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IF (Sam1Yr > 0) THEN

Sam3Mnt
AND - Altogether, in the last 3 MONTHS, how many
(men/women) have you had sex with?
Please type in the number, '0' if none.
Range: 0..997
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
Ask all who report more than one partner (same sex+opposite sex) in the last 5 years
(Het5yrs+sam5yrs>1):
Overlp5y
Thinking about all of the people you have had sex with in the last five years, did any of
them overlap in time? In other words did you have sex with someone (person A) then
have sex with someone else (person B) then have sex with the first person (person A)
again?
1. Yes
2.No
END IF
NetSex
Have you used the internet to find a sexual partner in the last 12 months?
1. Yes
2. No
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MOST RECENT PARTNERS
IntroR
If more than one partner ever OR 1 partner but didn’t answer qs about first experiences:
The next questions are about (the person/the two people/the three people) you had sex with
most recently. (This may be a man or a woman you had sex with just once, or a few times, or a
regular partner or a husband/wife / these may be men or women you had sex with once, or a
few times, or regular partners or a husband/wife).
Please start by thinking about the person you had sex with most recently, whether this was
quite recently or some while ago.
Press 1 and then press key with the red sticker to move on.
If one partner ever AND answered questions about first experiences (dmdebut>12): “The next
questions are about the person you had sex with most recently. This may be the person you
have already answered about earlier, so some questions may be similar to ones you have
already answered.”
Press 1 and then press key with the red sticker to move on.
This loop is repeated for each partner (up to three) that the respondent has had in the last five
years. If none in the last five years, loop is asked once of the most recent partner.
Introduction for loop of questions about second most recent partner:
You have just answered some questions about the person you had sex with most recently. Now
think about the other people you have had sex with in the last five years and answer the next
questions about the second most recent person you had sex with.
Introduction for loop of questions about third most recent partner:
That completes the questions about the second most recent person you had sex with. Now
think of the third most recent person you had sex with in the last five years (that is a different
person from the two you have just answered about).
In addition, if respondent has had sex with people of both sexes, but the partners reported here
are all one sex, the loop is repeated for the most recent partner of the other sex:
The recent partner(s) you have just answered questions about were all men/women. At an
earlier question you said that you also had sex with a woman/man. Please answer the next few
questions about the MOST RECENT woman/man that you had sex with.
If more than one partner in the last five years THEN
R1Name
"To make it easier to remember the answers to these questions, please type in a
nickname or an initial for the person you had sex with most recently (Textfil: second
most recent person you had sex with/third most recent person you had sex with). This is
just to help you remember who you are answering the questions about, so a made up
nickname or initial is fine. No one will see this nickname or initial except you and it will
be deleted from the laptop at the end of the questionnaire.
Please type in a nickname or an initial for your (most recent, second most recent, third
most recent, this) partner.
Text string.
END IF
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[NOTE: This question will be used for the textfills in this module, which will either read ‘that
person’ or whatever nickname/initial the respondent types into this field]
R1DateY
When was the most recent occasion you had sex with (That person/name)?
Type in the year (4 digits) at this question and the month at the next question.
If not sure of the exact month or year please give your best estimate.
Range: 1945..2013
If most recent sex with partner less than 5 years ago (R1DateY<5 years) THEN
R1DateM
Type in the month number.
Please estimate the month if you can’t say exactly."
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
97. I am unable to estimate
If Hetlife>0 AND samlife>0 THEN
R1Sex
Is (That person/name) (female or male / male or female)?"
1. Male
2. Female
END IF
IF ((RSex=MALE) OR (RSex=FEMALE AND R1Sex=MALE)) AND (lastvag<>never or
analsex<>never or samahim<>never or samayou<>never) THEN
R1CondL
(Was/Did you use) a condom (used) on that most recent occasion?
If you had only oral sex, and not vaginal or anal sex, on this most recent occasion,
please choose answer option 3, even if you did use a condom.
1. Yes
2. No
3. We only had oral sex on the most recent occasion.
END IF
R1Rel
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Which one of these descriptions applies best to you and (that person/Name) at the time you
most recently had sex?
Only give one answer
1. We were living together as a couple / married / in a civil partnership at the time
2. We were in a steady relationship at the time
3. We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
4. We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady relationship
5. We had recently met
6. We had just met for the first time
IF (most recent occasion of sex was less than one year ago)
R1sexagn
Are you likely to have sex with (This person/name) again in the future?
1. Yes
2. Probably
3. Probably not
4. No
5. Don’t know
END IF

R1First
Was the most recent occasion you had sex with (that person/name) also the first occasion with
(him/her) or not?"
1. Yes – I have only had sex with (him/her) once
2. No – I have had sex with (him/her) on more than one occasion

If (R1First=No – i.e. had sex with this person more than once) THEN
R1FY
When was the first occasion with (That person/name)?
Type in the year at this question.
Numeric: 1948..2013
If first had sex with that partner in the last 5 years (R1FY<5 years ago) THEN
R1FM
Type in the month number.
Please estimate the month if you can’t say exactly."
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12.December
97.
I am unable to estimate
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IF first sex was same calendar month as interview, or previous calendar month
AND R1SexAgn=yes or probably THEN
R1MthA
: How long ago was it that you first had sex with (That person/name)?)
1. Less than 7 days
2. Between 7 days and 2 weeks
3. Between 2 and 4 weeks
4. Over 4 weeks
END IF
IF first sex was same calendar month as interview, or previous calendar month
AND R1sexagn=no or probably not or don’t knowTHEN:
R1MthB
How long was it between the first and last time you had sex with (That
person/name)?
1. Less than 7 days
2. Between 7 days and 2 weeks
3. Between 2 and 4 weeks
4. Over 4 weeks
END IF
IF ((RSex=MALE) OR (RSex=FEMALE AND R1Sex=MALE)) AND (lastvag<>never
or analsex<>never or samahim<>never or samayou<>never) THEN
R1CondF
And (was/did you use) a condom (used) on that first occasion with (That person/name)?
If you had only oral sex, and not vaginal or anal sex, on the first occasion, please
choose answer option 3, even if you did use a condom.
1. Yes
2. No
3. We only had oral sex on the first occasion.
END IF
END IF
If (R1First=No – i.e. had sex with this person more than once) THEN
R1Rel1s
Which one of these descriptions applies best to you and (That person/name) at the time
you first had sex?
ONE CODE ONLY.
1. We were living together as a couple / married / in a civil partnership at the time
2. We were in a steady relationship at the time
3. We used to be in a steady relationship, but were not at that time
4. We had known each other for a while, but were not in a steady relationship
5. We had recently met
6. We had just met for the first time
END IF
R1PtAge
How old was (That person/name) (on the first occasion/when) you had sex together?
Type in the age in years.
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Please estimate the age if you can’t say exactly. If you are unable to estimate please type in
‘97’."
Range: 1..97
R1Ethni
Which ethnic group or background does (or did) (That person/name) belong to?
1. White or White British
2. Mixed ethnicity
3. Asian or Asian British
4. Black or Black British
5. Chinese or other ethnic group
7. Not sure
IF R1Ethni =Black THEN:
R1EthBlk
What is (or was) (that person/name)’s background?
1. Caribbean
2. African
3. Other Black background
4. Not sure
END IF

R1Meet
How did you first meet (That person/name)
1 At school
2 At university or college
3 At work (or through work)
4 In a pub, bar, night club, dance, or disco
5 Introduced by friends or family
6 Through a sports club, faith group, or other organisation or society
7 On holiday or while travelling
8 Internet dating website
9 Other dating agency / personal ads
10 Online, but not through a dating website
11 Had always known each other (for example as family friends or neighbours)
12 Neighbour/lived locally/house or flatshare
13 Through an arranged marriage
14 In a public place (e.g. park, museum, shop, public transport)
15 (He/she) was a sex worker / prostitute
16 Other (please write in at next question)
IF R1Meet=other THEN
R1MtOth
Type in how you first met and then press the key with the red sticker.
String.
ENF IF
R1Live
When you first met (that person/name), where did (he/she) normally live?
1. In the same town or city as you did
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2.
3.
4.
5.

In the same region as you, but in a different town
In a different region, but the same country as you
In a different country from you
Don't know

IF R1meet NOT prostitute or always known each other THEN
R1Known
How long was it between when you first met (That person/name) and when you first had
sex with (him/her)?
If you want help with this question, please press the key with the blue sticker.
FURTHER INFO SCREEN: This question is asking about the length of time from when
you first met this person to when you first had sex with (him/her), not the length of time
from when you first entered into a relationship.
There may have been a gap between first meeting them and when you got to know
(him/her) properly, but we would still like you to count from the very first meeting (for
example this could have been face to face, over the phone, or online).
Press the key with the red button to close this information screen.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
END IF

24 hours or less
Between 1 day and 1 week
Between 1 week and 4 weeks
Between 4 weeks and 6 months
Between 6 months and 1 year
Between 1 year and 5 years
Between 5 years and 10 years
10 years or more

IF R1First=No (i.e. had sex with that partner more than once) AND most recent sex was
in the last 5 yearsTHEN
IF first sex with this partner was more than 5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM longer ago
than month/year of interview-5 years) and partnership is ongoing (R1SexAgn=Yes
or probably) THEN
R1PconA
Do you think that (that person/name) has had sex with anyone else in the last 5
years?
1. Yes
2. Probably
3. Probably not
4. No
5. Prefer not to say
END IF
IF first sex with this partner was more than 5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM longer ago
than month/year of interview-5 years) AND most recent sex with this partner was
in the last 5 years (R1Datey/R1DateM less than 5 years ago) AND partnership is
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not ongoing [(R1SexAgn=No, probably not or don’t know) OR (most recent sex
was more than one year ago)] THEN
R1PConB
Do you think (that person/name) had sex with anyone other than you between
(month and year 5 years ago) and the most recent occasion you had sex with
him/her?".
1. Yes
2. Probably
3. Probably not
4. No
5. Prefer not to say
END IF
IF First sex with partner was less than 5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM less than
month/year of interview – 5 years) AND partnership is ongoing (R1SexAgn=Yes or
Probably) THEN
R1PConC
Do you think (that person/name) has had sex with anyone else since you first had
sex together?
1. Yes
2. Probably
3. Probably not
4. No
5. Prefer not to say
END IF
END IF
IF First sex with partner was less than 5 years ago (R1FY/R1FM less than month/year of
interview – 5 years) AND partnership is not ongoing [(R1SexAgn=No, probably not or
don’t know) OR (most recent sex was more than one year ago)] THEN
R1PConD
Do you think (that person/name) had sex with anyone else in the time between when
you first and most recently had sex together?
1. Yes
2. Probably
3. Probably not
4. No
5. Prefer not to say
END IF
IF (lastvag<>7 or analsex<>7 or samahim<>7 or samayou<>7) AND R1CondL=3 and
(R1first=yes OR R1CondF=3) AND ((Rsex=male) OR (Rsex=female and R1sex=male))
THEN
MRPOS
Thank you for answering about this person. Can we just check, was (that person/name)
someone you had oral sex with, but never (vaginal or anal sex / anal sex).
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
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*****END OF LOOP****
IF any partnerships reported in the loop began/ended in the same calendar month of
each other (i.e. first sex of one was within one month of most recent sex with another)
AND respondent had sex with at least one of these partners more than once (R1First=No
for at least one of these partners that ended/began in the same month) THEN
MRPOlap
Thank you for answering those questions about the people you have had sex with most
recently. Just to check, was there any overlap between (name A) and (name B)? In other
words, was the first time you had sex with (name A) before the last time you had sex with
(name B)?
1. Yes – there was overlap
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Prefer not to say
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SEX ABROAD

IF (Het5Yrs > 0) OR (Sam5Yrs > 0) THEN
TravInt
(Thank you for answering those questions about your most recent partners). The next
few questions are about having sex when visiting countries outside the UK (England,
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland).
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
Travel
In the last 5 years, have you travelled outside the UK, for any reason?
1. Yes
2. No
IF (Travel = Yes) THEN
TrvlSex
And, in the last 5 years, have you had sex with anyone for the first time while you were
in any country outside the UK?
Include UK citizens and/or others you first had sex with while in another country.
1. Yes
2. No
IF (TrvlSex = Yes) THEN
NoSexTl
In the last 5 years, how many people did you have sex with for the first time
while you were in any country outside the UK?
Type in the number.
Include UK citizens and/or others you first had sex with while abroad.
Range: 1..9997
Cntry1
And where did (this/these) new partner(s) normally live?
Please note: we are interested in which country the person normally lives, not the
country where you met.
Type in the number for the region that covers each country. You can type in
more than one region by pressing the spacebar between each number.
1 UK (but first had sex with them while abroad)
2. Other European countries (including Ireland, Eastern Europe, Russia)
3. Australia, New Zealand
4. North America (USA and Canada)
5. South America, Central America (including Mexico)
6. Caribbean countries
7. Asian countries (including China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand,
Malaysia, etc)
8. Middle East, North Africa
9. African countries (other than North Africa)
10. Other region or country (type in '10' and then type in the name of the country
at the next question)
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11. Don’t know which region or country
IF Other IN Cntry1 THEN
OthCntr1
Please type in the name of the country and press <enter>."
Text: Maximum: 60 characters
END IF
END IF
END IF
SexAbInt
The next few questions are about people you may have had sex with here in the UK, but who
normally live in another country.
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
SexAbrd
In the last 5 years, have you had sex for the first time, here in the UK, with anyone who
normally lives outside the UK?
Include anyone who was visiting the UK, or living here for a while.
1. Yes
2. No
IF (SexAbrd = Yes) THEN
NoSexAb
In the last 5 years, how many people who normally live outside the UK did you have
sex with for the first time in the UK?
By outside the UK we mean any country other than England, Wales, Scotland or
Northern Ireland.
Include anyone who was visiting the UK, or living here for a while.
Please give an estimate if you can't say exactly.
Please type in the number.
Numeric: 1..9997
Cntry2
Where did (this/these) new partner(s) normally live?
Type in the number for the region that covers each country. You can type in more than
one region by pressing the spacebar between each number.
1. Other European countries (including Ireland, Eastern Europe, Russia)
2. Australia, New Zealand
3. North America (USA and Canada)
4. South America, Central America (including Mexico)
5. Caribbean countries
6. Asian countries (including China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand,
Malaysia, etc)
7. Middle East, North Africa
8 African countries (other than North Africa)
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9. Other region or country (type in '9' and then type in the name of the country at
the next question)
10. Don’t know which region or country
Multicoded: up to 10 codes
IF Other IN Cntry2 THEN
OthCntr2
Please type in the name of the country and press <enter>.
Text: Maximum: 60 characters
END IF
END IF
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NONCONSENSUAL SEX.
Viotry
The next question is about your experience of sex when you might not have been willing.
Since the age of 13, has anyone tried to make you have sex with them, against your will?
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
3. Don’t know
If Viotry=YES THEN
Viosuc
“And since the age of 13, has anyone actually made you have sex with them, against
your will?
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
3. Don’t know

If Viosuc=YES THEN
Viowhen
“How old were you when this last happened?”
Viowho
Was this person:
1. Someone you were, or had been, in a relationship with
2. Someone known to you as a family member or friend
3. Someone known to you but not as a family member or friend
4. Someone you didn’t know
5. Other
VioTalk
Did you talk to anyone about this?
1. Yes
2. No
VioPol
Did you speak to the police about this?
1. Yes
2. No
Leaflet
Thank you for answering those questions.
If you wish to talk to someone about anything in these last few questions, there
are a range of organisations that can provide expert advice and support. At the
end of the interview, the interviewer gives all respondents a leaflet which has
their contact details.
Press <1> and the key with the red sticker to move on.
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END IF
END IF
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PAYING FOR SEX
Ask all (apart from those who are going through a shortened version of the CASI
because they have not had sex)
EverPd
The next questions are about paying for sex.
Have you ever paid money for sex with a (man/woman – opposite sex)?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
IF (EverPd=Yes) THEN
LastPay
"When was the last time you paid money for sex with a (man/woman – opposite sex)?"
1. "In the last 7 days"
2. "Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago"
3. "Between 4 weeks and 1 year ago"
4. "Between 1 year and 5 years ago"
5. "Longer than 5 years ago"
NoPaid
"In your lifetime, how many different (men/women – opposite sex) have you paid money
for sex?
Please type in the number.
If not sure of the exact number please give your best estimate."
Numeric: 1..997
PayPrev
"Previously, you said you had sex with (number) (men/women – opposite sex) in your
life. Does this include the (man/woman – opposite sex) you paid money for sex?"
1. "Yes, included"
2. "No, not included"
END IF
If Rsex=”Male” and eversam=yes THEN
SamPaid
"Have you ever paid money for sex with a man?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
IF (SamPaid=Yes) THEN
SamPLst
"When was the last time you paid money for sex with a man?"
1. "In the last 7 days"
2. "Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago"
3. "Between 4 weeks and 1 year ago"
4. "Between 1 year and 5 years ago"
5. "Longer than 5 years ago"
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SamPdNo
"In your lifetime, how many men have you paid money for sex?
Please type in the number.
If not sure of the exact number please give your best estimate."
Numeric: 1..997
SamPdP
"Previously, You said you had sex with (number) of men in your life. Does this include
the man you paid money for sex?"
1. "Yes, included"
2. "No, not included"
END IF
END IF

If Everpd=”Yes” OR Sampaid=”Yes” THEN
Payabrd
“Have you ever paid anyone for sex in a country outside the UK?”
By outside the UK we mean any country other than England, Wales, Scotland or
Northern Ireland.
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
IF Payabrd=yes THEN
PayAbWhr
Where did you pay for sex?
Type in each number that applies.
You can type in more than one region by pressing the spacebar between each
number.
1. Other European countries (including Ireland, Eastern Europe, Russia)
2. Australia, New Zealand
3. North America (USA and Canada)
4. South America, Central America (including Mexico)
5. Caribbean countries
6. Asian countries (including China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand,
Malaysia, etc)
7. Middle East, North Africa
8. African countries (other than North Africa)
9. Other region or country
10. Don’t know which region or country
END IF
END IF
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HISTORY OF PREGNANCIES
IF RSex=Female AND lastvag<>never THEN ask this module of questions
Everpreg
“The next few questions are about your pregnancy history.
Have you ever been pregnant?”
1.Yes
2. No
IF EverPreg=Yes THEN
Nopreg
“How many times have you been pregnant?”
Numeric: 1..20
*Loop is repeated for all pregnancies
IF respondent is not answering about most recent pregnancy THEN
Pregou
Thinking about the (first/second/third etc.) time you were pregnant…
What was the outcome of that pregnancy?
Please press the key with the blue sticker for more information about the answer options.

1. “I had a Miscarriage”
2. “I had a termination or an abortion”
3. “It was a Stillbirth”
4. “It was a Live birth (one child)”
5. “It was a live birth (more than one child)”
Information screen:
If the pregnancy was an ectopic pregnancy please use answer option 1 ('I had a
miscarriage').
If you were pregnant with more than one child, but the pregnancy resulted in only one live
birth, then please use answer option 4 ('It was a live birth (one child)')
If your pregnancy outcome did not fit into any of the categories listed please ask the
interviewer to show you how to open a note to give the research team more information
about this, and press <ctrl> and <k> ('don't know') to move past this screen.

OR, IF respondent is answering about their most recent pregnancy THEN
PregOL
“What was the outcome of that pregnancy?
Please press the key with the blue sticker for more information about the answer options.”

1. “I had a Miscarriage”
2. “I had a termination or an abortion”
3. “It was a Stillbirth”
4. “It was a Live birth (one child)”
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5. “It was a Live birth (more than one child)
6. “I am Currently pregnant”

IF PregOu=5 OR PregOLast=5 (more than one child) THEN
PregMl
How many children did you give birth to on that occasion?
Please type in the number of children
1..8
END IF

If PregOu or PregOL=”Live birth” THEN
LBSEX
Was this child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
LBMont
“In which month and year was this (he/she) born?”
Enter month at this question"
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
LBYea
"Type in the year (he/she) was born."
Numeric: 1960..2012
END IF

IF PregOu=5 or PregOL=5 (more than one birth) THEN
LB1Sex1
We would like to know the gender of (IF PregMl=2:both/IF PregMl=3:all) of these
children.
Was the first child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
LB1Sex2
Was the second child male or female?
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1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl>2 THEN
LB1Sex3
Was the third child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl>3 THEN
LB1Sex4
Was the fourth child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl>4 THEN
LB1Sex5
Was the fifth child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl>5 THEN
LB1Sex6
Was the sixth child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl>6 THEN
LB1Sex7
Was the seventh child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
IF PregMl=8 THEN
LB1Sex8
Was the eigth child male or female?
1. Male
2. Female
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
LBMMth
“In which month and year were they born?”
Enter month at this question"
13. January
14. February
15. March
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16. April
17. May
18. June
19. July
20. August
21. September
22. October
23. November
24. December
LBMYea
"Type in the year they were born."
Numeric: 1960..2012
END IF
IF PregOu/PregOL is not ‘currently pregnant’ or ‘live birth’ THEN
PrgAge
“How old were you when this happened?”
Type in your age in years."
Numeric: 10..70
END IF
If PregOu=”Abortion/termination” THEN
AbWeek
How many weeks pregnant were you at the time?
Type in your answer in weeks."
Numeric: 1..26
END IF
END IF
IF (Rsex = Female) AND (respondent is aged under 50) AND (respondent may have been
pregnant in the last 5 years*) THEN

AnteNat
In the last five years, that is since (Date 5 years ago), have you attended an ante-natal clinic
or ante-natal service at a hospital or at your GP's surgery?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
*This is calculated from information above about dates of pregnancies and asked of
respondents who may have been pregnant in the last 5 years.
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UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
IF (PrgOutAg>Respondent’s age minus 1, (i.e. they might have been pregnant in the last
year) AND NOT currently pregnant (i.e. PregOL <> currently pregnant) THEN
LMUPScr
Can we just check, have you been pregnant in the last 12 months?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
IF (LMUPScr=Yes) OR (currently pregnant) OR (LBMont/LBYear were within the last 12
months) OR (LBMMnth/LBMYea were within the last 12 months) THEN ask London
Measure of Unplanned pregnancy questions:
LMUPInt
Now follow some statements about women’s circumstances and feelings around the
time they became pregnant. Thinking of your (current/most recent) pregnancy, please
choose the option which best applies to you.
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
LMUP1
Please type in the number next to the statement which most applies to you.
In the month that I became pregnant......
1 I /we were not using contraception
2 I/we were using contraception, but not on every occasion
3 I/we always used contraception, but knew that the method, had failed (i.e. broke,
movedcame off, came out, not worked etc) at least once
4 I/we always used contraception
LMUP2
Please type in the number next to the statement which most applies to you.
In terms of becoming a mother (first time or again), I feel that my pregnancy happened
at the......
1 right time
2 ok, but not quite right time
3 wrong time
LMUP3
Please type in the number next to the statement which most applies to you.
Just before I became pregnant.......
1 I intended to get pregnant
2 my intentions kept changing
3 I did not intend to get pregnant
LMUP4
Please type in the number next to the statement which most applies to you.
Just before I became pregnant....
1 I wanted to have a baby
2 I had mixed feelings about having a baby
3 I did not want to have a baby
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LMUP5
The next question asks about your partner. This might be (or have been) your husband,
a partner you live with, a boyfriend, or someone you’ve had sex with once or twice.
Please type in the number next to the statement which most applies to you.
Before I became pregnant....
1 My partner and I had agreed that we would like me to be pregnant
2 My partner and I had discussed having children together, but hadn’t agreed for me to
get pregnant
3 We never discussed having children together
LMUP6
Before you became pregnant, did you do anything to improve your health in
preparation for pregnancy?
Please type in the number next to each one that applies to you. You can type in more
than one answer by pressing the ‘SPACEBAR’ between each number.
If you did not do any of these things before your pregnancy, type ‘7’.
1 took folic acid
2 stopped or cut down smoking
3 stopped or cut down drinking alcohol
4 ate more healthily
5 sought medical/health advice
6 took some other action
7 I did not do any of the above before my pregnancy
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FAMILY FORMATION

IF respondent is male AND (lastvag in week..lngr) THEN
AnyChM
The next questions are about your family.
"Do you have, or have you had, any children that you are the natural/biological parent
of?
Please include any who don't now, or never did, live with you as part of your household.
Please include those who have died, but exclude still born children, adopted children,
abortions or miscarriages.
1. "Yes"
2. "No"

IF AnyChM=Yes THEN
NoChM
"How many children have you had?
Please include those who have died, but not still born children.
Numeric: 1..97
DoBChM
"In which month and year was your (first/second/etc) child born?
Please enter month at this question, year at next question."
DoBChY
Please enter the year your (first/second/etc) child was born.
Numeric: 1950.2012
END IF
END IF

[ask rest of module of men and women]
IF NoChM>1 and respondent is male THEN
SameMFM
"Do (all/both) your children have the same mother?"
1. "Yes: all the same"
2. "No: different"
END IF
IF respondent is female and has had more than one live birth (from pregnancy module)
or at least one live birth and is currently pregnant THEN
SameMFF
Earlier you told us that you have had (X) children (and that you are currently pregnant).
Do (all/both) your children have the same father?
1. Yes
2. No
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END IF
AdopChld
"Do you have any adopted children?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
StepChld
"Do you have any step-children?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
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FERTILITY INTENTIONS AND INFERTILITY
IF (respondent is male) OR (respondent is female and aged under 50 and NOT currently
pregnant) THEN
FertInt
(The next question is about having children.)
Which of these statements best describes the way you feel about having (more)
children?
Please include different ways of having children, including adoption and having IVF.
1. I would definitely like (more) children, and I’m currently trying
2. I would definitely like (more) children, but I’m not currently trying
3. I might like (more) children in the future, I’m not sure yet
4. I would definitely not like (more) children
5. Don’t know
IF FertInt=2 THEN
FertWhy
Which one of the following best describes the main reason you are not currently
trying to have (more) children?
1. I do not feel ready to have(more) children yet
2. I do not have a suitable partner to have children with
3. My partner is unwilling at the moment
4. Because of financial reasons
5. Because of my work or study
6. Because of my partner’s work or study
7. Other (give answer at next question)
IF FertWhy=Other THEN
XFertWhy
Please type in the main reason and press <enter>.
END IF
END IF
If lastvag<>never THEN
Infrt1y
"Have you ever had a time, lasting 12 months or longer, when you and a partner were
trying for a pregnancy but it didn't happen?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"

MedHelp
"Have you (or a partner) ever sought medical or professional help about infertility?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
END IF
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SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS AND HPV VACCINATIONS
Routing for this module
o CPIntSTD asked if hetlife>0 or samlife>0.
o STDTrt asked if hetlife>0 or samlife>0 and aged 16-44.
o STDClin-CHTstWy1 asked if hetlife>0 or samlife>0.
o ChTrtLgr asked if age<45 or if whnchlam<5 year ago
o ChlmTest-chlofref asked if aged 16-44 and:
o (Hetlife>0 or samlife>0) and respondent has not been tested for Chlamydia in the
last year (whnchlam=more than 1 year ago or diagnos<>Chlamydia) OR
o Respondent aged 16-24 and not answered diagnos (i.e. because hetlife and
samlife=0)
o WhnGono-WherNSU asked if hetlife>0 or samlife>0 (plus relevant answer at diagnos –
see routing in questionnaire doc below). Whn-X questions asked of anyone who has
been diagnosed with x, wher-x only if age<45 or whn-x<5 years ago
o Everpap asked if female and age>24
o HPVEver-HPVWhere asked if female and age<30
o STISympM and STISympF asked if hetlife>0 or samlife>0 and aged<45

CPIntSTD
The next questions are about infections that can be transmitted by sex. Please answer even if
you have never had an infection that was transmitted by sex.
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
STDTrt
If you thought that you might have an infection that is transmitted by sex, where would you first
go to seek diagnosis and/or treatment?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. NHS Antenatal clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
10. Somewhere else
STDClin
Have you ever attended a sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)?
1. Yes
2. No
IF STDClin=Yes THEN
WhnClin
When was that?
(The last time if more than once.)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
END IF

Less than 1 year ago
Between 1 and 5 years ago
Between 5 and 10 years ago
More than 10 years ago

Diagnos
Have you ever been told by a doctor or other healthcare professional that you had any of the
following?
Please type in the numbers for any that you have had, even if not transmitted by sex (women
only: e.g. Thrush).
If more than one, press the spacebar between each number.
If none, type in '15'.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Chlamydia
Gonorrhoea
Genital Warts (venereal warts)
Syphilis
Trichomonas vaginalis (Trich, TV)
Herpes (genital herpes)
Pubic lice / crabs
Hepatitis B
(Men only:) NSU (Non Specific Urethritis), NGU (Non Gonococcal Urethritis)
(Men only:) Epididymitis
(Women only:) Pelvic Inflammatory Disease (PID, salpingitis)
(Women only:) Vaginal thrush (Candida, Yeast infection)
(Women only:) Bacterial vaginosis
Yes, but can't remember which
None of these

IF Diagnos=Chlam THEN
WhnChlam
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had Chlamydia?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
IF WhnChlam=less than 1 year AND (respondent aged 16-44) THEN
ChTstWh1
When you were last tested for Chlamydia, where were you offered the test?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Ante-natal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinics or doctor
6. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook Clinic)
7. School / college / university
8. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
9. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
10. Pharmacy / chemist
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11. Internet
12. Other non-health care place, e.g. youth club, festival, bar
13. Somewhere else
ChTstWy1
Why were you last tested for Chlamydia?
1. I had symptoms
2. My partner had symptoms
3. I was notified because a partner was diagnosed with Chlamydia
4. I wanted a general sexual health check-up
5. Check up after previous positive test
6. I had no symptoms but I was worried about the risk of Chlamydia
7. I was offered a routine test
8. Other
IF WhnChlam=less than 1 year OR (WhnChlam=1 year ago or longer (and
respondent aged 16-44)) OR (WhnChlam=1-5 years ago AND respondent aged
45+) THEN
ChTrtLgr
Where were you last treated for chlamydia?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health
clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF ((WhnClam=1 year ago or longer) OR (Diagnos=NOT Chlamydia)) AND
(respondent aged 16-44) THEN
ChlmTest
In the last year, have you been tested for Chlamydia?
1. Yes
2. No
IF ChlmTest=Yes THEN
ChlTstWh
When you were you (last) tested for Chlamydia, where were you offered
the test?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health
clinic
4. Ante-natal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinics or doctor
6. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook Clinic)
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7. School / college / university
8. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
9. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
10. Pharmacy / chemist
11. Internet
12. Other non-health care place, e.g. youth club, festival, bar
13. Somewhere else
ChlTstWy
Why were you last tested for Chlamydia?
1. I had symptoms
2. My partner had symptoms
3. I was notified because a partner was diagnosed with Chlamydia
4. I wanted a general sexual health check-up
5. Check up after previous positive test
6. I had no symptoms but I was worried about the risk of Chlamydia
7. I was offered a routine test
8. Other
END IF
IF ChlmTest=No THEN
ChlOfRef
In the last year, have you been offered and refused a test for
Chlamydia?
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
END IF
END IF
IF Diagnos=Gonorrhoea THEN
WhnGono
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had
Gonorrhea?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherGono
Where were you last treated for Gonorrhea?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
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END IF
IF Diagnos=Genital warts THEN
WhnWarts
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had
Genital Warts (venereal warts)?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherWart
Where were you last treated for Genital Warts (venereal warts)?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF Diagnos=Syphilis THEN
WhnSyphl
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had
Syphilis?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherSyph
Where were you last treated for Syphilis?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF Diagnos=Trich THEN
WhnTric
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When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had
Trichomonas vaginalis (trich, TV)?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherTric
Where were you last treated for Trichomonas vaginalis (trich, TV)?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF Diagnos=Herpes THEN
WhnHerp
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you had
Herpes (genital herpes)?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherHerp
Where were you last treated for Herpes (genital herpes)?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF Diagnos=NSU THEN
WhnNSU
When were you last told by a doctor or healthcare professional that you NSU
(Non Specific Urethritis), NGU (Non Gonococcal Urethritis)?
1. Less than 1 year ago
2. Between 1 and 5 years ago
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3. Between 5 and 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago
WherNSU
Where were you last treated for NSU (Non Specific Urethritis), NGU (Non
Gonococcal Urethritis)?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Antenatal Clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Pharmacy / chemist
7. Internet site offering treatment
8. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
9. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
10. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
11. Somewhere else
END IF
IF Rsex=female AND respondent age>24 THEN
EverPap
When did you last have a cervical smear test?
1. I have never had one
2. Less than 3 years ago
3. Between 3 and 5 years ago
4. Between 5 and 10 years ago
5. More than 10 years ago
END IF
IF Rsex=female and respondent age<30 THEN
HPVever
Have you ever been vaccinated against cervical cancer (received HPV vaccine)?
1. Yes – I have completed three doses of the vaccine
2. Yes - I have had one or two doses of the vaccine, but not all three doses
3. No
If HPVEver=2 THEN
HPVComp
Do you intend to receive the other doses and complete the vaccination
course?
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
If HPVEver=3 THEN
HPVOfRef
Were you ever offered the vaccination?
1. Yes, I was offered but refused it
2. No, I was never offered it
END IF
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IF (date of birth is before 01/09/1990) AND HPVever=1 or 2 OR HPVOfRef=1
THEN
HPVWhere
Where (were you offered/ did you receive) the HPV vaccination?
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. NHS Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. Private (Non-NHS) clinic or doctor, including a chemist / pharmacy
4. Somewhere else

END IF
END IF
Rsex=Male AND (respondent aged 16-44) THEN
STISympM
In the last month, that is since (date one month ago), have you had any of the
following symptoms
Please type in the numbers for any that you have had.
If more than one, press the space bar between each number
If none, type in ‘7’
1. Pain, burning or stinging when passing urine
2. Passing urine more often than usual
3. Genital wart / lump
4. Genital ulcer /sore
5. Discharge from the end of the penis
6. Painful testicles
7. None of these
END IF
IF Rsex=Female AND (respondent aged 16-44)THEN
STISympF
In the last month, that is since (date one month ago), have you had any of the
following symptoms
Please type in the numbers for any that you have had.
If more than one, press the space bar between each number
If none, type in ‘11’
1. Pain, burning or stinging when passing urine
2. Passing urine more often than usual
3. Genital wart / lump
4. Genital ulcer / sore
5. Abnormal vaginal discharge
6. Unpleasant odour associated with vaginal discharge
7. Vaginal pain during sex
8. Abnormal bleeding between periods
9. Bleeding after sex (not during a period)
10. Lower abdominal or pelvic pain (not related to periods)
11. None of these
END IF
END IF
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CIRCUMCISION
IF respondent is male THEN
Circum2
"Are you circumcised?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
3 “Don’t know”
END IF
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HIV TESTING
IF aged>=17 THEN
DonBlod2
"Have you ever donated blood, that is, been a blood donor?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No, never"
IF DonBlod2=Yes THEN
WhenDon2
"When was the last time you donated blood?"
1. "In the last year"
2. "Between 1 and 2 years ago"
3. "Between 2 and 5 years ago"
4. “Between 5 years and 10 years ago
5. "Longer than 10 years ago but since the beginning of 1986
6. Longer ago than the beginning of 1986"
HIVTstY
"Apart from when you were donating blood, have you ever had a test for HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
3. "Maybe/Not sure"
END IF
END IF
IF DonBlod2=No OR age=16 THEN
HIVTstN
"Have you ever had a test for HIV (the virus that causes AIDS)?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
3. "Maybe/Not sure"
END IF
IF (HIVTstN=Yes) OR (HIVTstY=Yes) THEN
WhyTest
Why were you tested?
You can type in more than one reason by pressing the spacebar in between each
number.
1. I/ my partner was pregnant
2. for insurance or mortgage purposes or to travel to another country
3. as part of a sexual health check up
4. as part of a general health check up
5. I wanted to stop using condoms in a relationship
6. I was concerned about personal risks to myself or a partner
7. A doctor advised me to have an HIV test
8. or, other reason(s)
multicoded: up to 8 answers.
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WhenTest
"When was that test?
(the last HIV test if more than one)"
1. "In the last year"
2. "Between 1 and 2 years ago"
3. "Between 2 and 5 years ago"
4. "Longer than 5 years ago"
WherTest
"Where were you tested?
(the last HIV test if more than one)"
Please choose one answer from this list.
1. General practice (GP) surgery
2. Sexual health clinic (GUM clinic)
3. NHS Family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic
4. Ante-natal clinic / midwife
5. Private non-NHS clinic or doctor
6. Internet site offering postal kit
7. Youth advisory clinic (e.g. Brook clinic)
8. Termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic
9. Hospital accident and emergency (A&E) department
10. Somewhere else
ResTest
"Were you given the result of the test?
(We do not want to know what the result was.)"
1. "Yes, I was given the result"
2. "No, I not given the result"
END IF
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SEXUAL FUNCTION
Note: New routing below means that if a respondent is aged 16-17 and has only had oral
sex they should only be asked SFFSatis, SFDst, Frequent and EasYouA/EasYouB.
IF (Age>17) OR (Age=(16-17) AND (lastvag=week..longer or analsex=week..longer OR
samahim=week..longer OR samayou=week..longer))THEN
If Hetlife>0 or samlife>0) then
HafSex
The next few questions are about things that may affect your sexual activity and
enjoyment.
In the last year, have you had any health condition or disability that you feel has
affected your sexual activity or enjoyment in any way?
1
Yes
2
No
MafSex
Have you taken any medications in the last year that you feel have limited your
sexual activity or enjoyment in any way?"
1
Yes
2
No
END IF
If respondent has had sex in the last year (i.e. het1yr>0 or sam1yr>0) THEN
SFDefn
The next few questions are about your sex life. Some questions use the term ‘having
sex’. By this we mean vaginal, oral, or anal sexual intercourse.
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
SFPrb
Some people go through times when they are not interested in sex or find it
difficult to enjoy sexual activities. The questions that follow are about some
common difficulties that people experience.
In the last year, have you experienced any of the following for a period of 3
months or longer?
Please type in the number of every one that you have experienced for a period
of 3 months or longer.
You can type in more than one number by pressing the spacebar between each
number.
If you have not experienced any please type in ‘10’.
1. Lacked interest in having sex
2. Lacked enjoyment in sex
3. Felt anxious during sex
4. Felt physical pain as a result of sex
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5. Felt no excitement or arousal during sex
6. Did not reach a climax (experience an orgasm) or took a long time to reach a
climax despite feeling excited/aroused
7. Reached a climax (experienced an orgasm) more quickly than you would like
8. Had an uncomfortably dry vagina (asked of women only)
9. Had trouble getting or keeping an erection (asked of men only)
10. I did not experience any of these
IF SFPrb =Any problems THEN following loop is asked for each problem:
SFPrLng

You said that you (name of problem). For how long have you
experienced / did you experience this?
1) At least 3 months but less than 6 months
2) At least 6 months but less than a year
3) At least a year but less than 5 years
4) 5 years or longer

SFPrFrq
You said that you (name of problem) for (length of time at SFPrLng).
Thinking about the times you had sex (or tried to have sex) during this
period, how often did this occur?
1) Always
2) Very often
2) Sometimes
3) Not very often
[BUT IF SFPrb=1 (interest in sex) then use the following wording for
SFprFrq:]
You said that you lacked interest in having sex for (length of time given at
SFPrLng).During this period, how often did you experience this?
1) Always
2) Very often
3) Sometimes
4) Not very often
SFPrbDs
And how do you feel about this?
1. Not at all distressed
2. A little distressed
3. Fairly distressed
4. Very distressed
END IF
Note: routing below means that SFRInt-RelSat are asked only of respondents
who have had sex in the last year (see routing instruction before SFPrb) AND
are in a relationship that has lasted for all of the last year (based on information
about most recent partners).
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If (most recent partner) R1rel = code 1 or 2 (living together/married/civil
partnership or steady relationship) AND R1sexagn = code 1 or 2
(relationship is ongoing) AND R1F = more than 1 year before the interview
(first time they had sex was at least a year before date of interview) i.e.
respondent has been in a relationship with this person for at least a year...
OR If (Second most recent partner) R2rel = code 1 or 2 AND R2 sexagn =
code 1 or 2 AND R2F = more than 1 year before the interview AND R2Date
is within the last year.
OR IF (third most recent partner) R3rel = code 1 or 2 AND R3sexagn =
code 1 or 2 AND R3F = more than 1 year before the interview AND R3Date
is within the last year.)
THEN
[IF R1 and R2 (and potentially also R3) all meet criteria then first prioritise code 1
over code 2 (for R#rel and R#sexagn). If R1 and R2 are both coded 1 for R#Rel
and R#sexagn, then take R1.]
SFRInt
You previously mentioned that (nickname/initial – R1/R2/R3 was a/ you
had a) partner in the last year. Thinking about your relationship with
(R1/R2/R3lyour partner) in the last year, how much do you agree or
disagree with the following statements:
“(R1/R2/R3/my partner) and I share about the same level of interest in
having sex”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
SFRlikes
“(R1/R2/R3/my partner) and I share the same sexual likes and dislikes”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly

SFRPDf
“(R1/R2/R3/my partner) has experienced sexual difficulties in the last
year”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
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SFREm
“I feel emotionally close to (R1/R2/R3/my partner) when we have sex
together”
1. Always
2. Most of the time
3. Sometimes
4. Not very often
5. Hardly ever

RelSat

On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 means very happy and 7 means very unhappy:
How happy or unhappy are you with your relationship with your partner, all
things considered?
1..7
END IF
END IF
END IF
SFFSatis
The next few questions ask about your sex life in the last year. An individual’s sex life includes
their sexual thoughts, sexual feelings, sexual activity and sexual relationships.
Thinking about your sex life in the last year, how much do you agree or disagree with the
following statements:
“I feel satisfied with my sex life”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly

SFFDst
“I feel distressed or worried about my sex life.”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
IF (Age>17) OR [(Age=(16-17) AND (lastvag=week..longer or analsex=week..longer OR
samahim=week..longer OR samayou=week..longer)]THEN
SFFavoid
“I have avoided sex because of sexual difficulties, either my own or those of my
partner”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
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4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly

If SFavoid=1,2 THEN
SFavPrb
You said that you have avoided sex because of sexual difficulties.
Please type in the number of every difficulty that caused you to avoid sex.
You can type in more than one number by pressing the spacebar
between each number.
If you avoided sex because your partner experienced any of these
difficulties type in ‘10’.
If none of these things caused you to avoid sex, please type in '11'.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lacked interest in having sex
Lacked enjoyment in sex
Felt anxious during sex or felt anxious about having sex
Felt physical pain, or feared feeling physical pain as a result of sex
Felt no excitement or arousal during sex
Did not reach a climax (experience an orgasm) or took a long time to
reach a climax despite feeling excited/aroused
7. Reached a climax (experienced an orgasm) more quickly than you
would like
8. Had an uncomfortably dry vagina (asked of women only)
9. Had trouble getting or keeping an erection (asked of men only)
10. My partner had one (or more) sexual difficulty
11. None of these things caused me to avoid sex
END IF

SFHWch
‘Have you sought help or advice regarding your sex life from any of the following
sources in the last year?’
You can type in more than one number by pressing the spacebar between each
number.
If you have not sought any help or advice, type in ‘11’.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Family member/friend
Information and support sites on the internet
Self-help books/Information leaflets
Self-help groups
Helpline
GP/Family doctor
Sexual health/GUM/STI clinic
Psychiatrist or psychologist
Relationship counsellor
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10. Other type of clinic or doctor
11. Have not sought any help
END IF

END IF
IF Het1yr>0 OR sam1yr>0 THEN
Frequent
Thinking of the way things are for you these days, which one of these would you really
prefer?"
1. "To have sex much more often than I do now"
2. “To have sex a bit more often"
3. "It is about right as it is"
4. "To have sex a little less often"
5. "To have sex much less often than I do now"
END IF

IF had 1 partner in lifetime ((hetlife=1 and samlife=0) or (samlife=1 and hetlife=0)) THEN
EasYouA
Some people who have sex together find it easy to talk openly about it, others find it
difficult to talk openly about it - for example to tell each other what they like and dislike
in sex. What about you, how easy or difficult would it be (or was it) for you?"
1) Always easy with my partner
2) Always difficult with my partner
3) It depends. Sometimes easy and sometimes difficult
END IF
IF had more than 1 partner in lifetime (hetlife+samlife>1) THEN
EasYouB
Some people who have sex together find it easy to talk openly about it, others find it
difficult to talk openly about it - for example to tell each other what they like and dislike in
sex.
What about you, how easy or difficult would it be (or was it) for you?
1. Easy with a (husband/wife) or regular partner, but difficult with a new partner
2. Easy with a new partner, but difficult with a (husband/wife) or regular partner
3. Easy with any partner
4. Difficult with any partner
5. It depends. Sometimes easy and sometimes difficult

END IF
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VIAGRA
IF (Age>17) OR (Age=(16-17) AND (lastvag=week..longer or analsex=week..longer OR
samahim=week..longer OR samayou=week..longer))THEN
MedPer
Have you ever taken any type of medicine or pills to assist your sexual performance, for
example Viagra?
Include medication that has not been prescribed by a doctor.
1 Yes
2 No
IF Viagra=Yes THEN
MedPWhn
When was the last time you took these medicines or pills?
1. In the last 7 days
2. Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago
3. Between 4 weeks and 1 year ago
4. Over 1 year ago
END IF
END IF
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DRUGS
DrugUse
Have you ever taken any of the drugs listed below? (Please do not count any drugs you have
injected)
Please type the numbers of all the drugs you have taken, but did not inject.
If you have never taken any drugs, type '11'.
You can type in more than one answer by pressing the spacebar between each number.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Cannabis (marijuana, grass, hash, ganja, draw, skunk, weed, spliff)
Amphetamines (speed, whizz, uppers, billy)
Cocaine or coke (charlie)
Crack (rock, stones, white)
Ecstasy (E)
Heroin that was not injected (smack, skag, H, brown, gear, horse)
Acid or LSD (tabs, trips) or magic mushrooms
Crystal Meth
Amyl Nitrates (poppers, liquid gold, rush)
Other non-prescribed drugs
None of these

IF (DrugUse = cannabis) THEN
DrCan12m
Have you taken cannabis in the last 12 months?
1. Yes
2. No
IF DrCan12m=Yes THEN
DrCan4w
Have you taken cannabis in the last 4 weeks?
1. Yes
2. No
END IF
END IF
If (DrugUse = amphetamines) OR (DrugUse = cocaine or coke) OR (DrugUse = crack) OR
(DrugUse = ecstasy) OR (DrugUse = heroin) OR (DrugUse = acid or LSD) OR (DrugUse =
crystal meth) OR (DrugUse = amyl nitrates) or (druguse=other)THEN
Drg12m
You mentioned that you had taken (name of drug/s). Have you taken (this drug/ any of
these drugs) in the last 12 months?
1. Yes
2. No
IF Drg12m=Yes THEN
Drg4w
Have you taken (this drug/any of these drugs) in the last 4 weeks?
1. Yes
2. No
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END IF
END IF
Inject2
Have you ever injected yourself with any non-prescribed drugs or other substances?
1 Yes
2 No
IF Inject2=yes THEN
WhenInj
"When was the last time you injected yourself with non-prescribed drugs or other
substances?"
1. "In the last 7 days"
2. "Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago"
3. "Between 4 weeks and 1 year ago"
4. "Over 1 year ago”
IF WhenInj=over 1 year ago THEN
InjAgLst
How old were you the last time you injected yourself with non-prescribed drugs
or other substances?
1..74
END IF
InjAgFst
How old were you the first time you injected non-prescribed drugs or other substances?
1..74
Needle
"Have you ever shared a needle, or other equipment used for injecting, with someone
else?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"
END IF
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MOOD AND WELL-BEING
MoodInt
The next two questions are about your mood and feelings about life in general.
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.

Mood1
Over the past two weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problems?...
…Little interest or pleasure in doing things.
1. Not at all
2. Several days
3. More than half of days
4. Nearly every day
Mood2
…Feeling down, depressed or hopeless.
1. Not at all
2. Several days
3. More than half of days
4. Nearly every day
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FINAL SELF-COMPLETION SECTION
Willing
"That is the end of the questions that you complete for yourself. Can we just check, when you
were first told by the interviewer that you were selected to take part in this survey, how willing
were you to take part?"
1. "Very willing"
2. "Fairly willing"
3. "Not at all willing"

Satis
"That was the last question for you to answer on the computer yourself. We hope that you were
able to answer the questions without too much trouble.
Now that you have reached the end, thinking back, are there any answers you would like to
change, or is there anything you would like to add to any of the answers you have given?
You can type in two choices by pressing the spacebar between each number."
1. "I would like to change one (or more) answers//"
2. "I would like to add some information//"
3. "No changes"
Multicoded: up to 2 codes
Amend
"Please ask the interviewer for assistance about how you may go back to a question in order to
change your answer.
The interviewer will NOT have to look at the computer screen or be told any of your answers in
order to help.
When you come back to this screen,
PRESS <1> AND THE KEY WITH THE RED STICKER TO MOVE ON.
."
1. "Continue"
AddInfo
"If there is anything else you would like to tell us before you hand the laptop back to the
interviewer, please type it in here.
Press the key with the red sticker when you have finished."
Open type: long verbatim answer
EndCASI1
Thank you very much for answering these questions.
Please now type 1 and press the key with the red sticker (This will lock-up your answers)
EndCASI2
Now please hand the laptop back to the interviewer.
ResultSC
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"INTERVIEWER CODE:"
1. "CASI section only partially completed (SPECIFY REASON AT NEXT QUESTION)//"
2. "CASI section completed with no help/advice asked for during completion//"
3. "CASI section completed with some help/advice during completion"
4. CASI asked face to face by interviewer.
No Don't Know, No Refusal
IF XResultSC=partial THEN
XResultSC
"Type in reason for partial/non-completion."
Open answer: up to 60 characters
END IF
IF ResultSC=asked face to face THEN
XSCf2f
Type in the reason that the CASI was asked face to face.
Open answer: up to 150 characters.
END IF
Hide
"Hide self-completion?"
1. "Yes"
2. "No"

"1. "Continue"
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FACE TO FACE SECTION - PART 2
CIRCUMCISION (FACE TO FACE)
If Respondent is male and did not do the CASI THEN
Circum
CARD AA
The next question for you to answer is on this card.
INTERVIEWER: please hand the card to the respondent and ask them to tell you the
answer.
CARD: are you circumcised?
1 Yes
2 No
END IF
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ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONS
AttInt
Now I would like to ask you some questions on your views about different types of relationships.
As I read from this list, please look at this card and tell me what your views are about the
following sexual relationships…
INTERVIEWER: Hand respondent show card BB
Press <1> and <enter>

RWAdult
"CARD BB
…A married person having sexual relations with someone other than his or her partner?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Always wrong"
"Mostly wrong"
"Sometimes wrong"
"Rarely wrong"
"Not wrong at all//"
"Depends/Don't know"

Note: Depends/Don’t know not on the showcards.

RWCasual
"CARD BB
And what is your opinion about a person having one night stands?"
RWSamm
"CARD BB
What is your general opinion about...
...sexual relations between two adult men?"
RWSamf
"CARD BB
And sexual relations between two adult women?"
Social Norms
SNnolov
CARD CC
Now, please look at this card and tell me how far you agree or disagree with the following
statements..
It’s OK to have sex with someone without being in love with them
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Disagree strongly
Don’t know

SNPres
CARD CC
People are under a lot of pressure to have sex nowadays.
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know
SNOld
CARD CC
It is natural for people to want sex less as they get older
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know

SNsexdrv
CARD CC
Men have a naturally higher sex drive than women
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know
SNmedia
CARD CC
There’s too much sex in the media these days
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know
SNEarly
CARD CC
Young people today start having sex too early
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
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4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know

SNgayadp
CARD CC
Gay men should be able to adopt children
Agree strongly
1. Agree
2. Neither agree nor disagree
3. Disagree
4. Disagree strongly
5. Don’t know
SNlesadp
CARD CC
Lesbians should be able to adopt children
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know

SNSexEd
CARD CC
Teaching young people about sexual matters encourages them to have sex
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
6. Don’t know

IF respondent has any children (from AnyChM; PregOu; AdopChldd; StepChldd) THEN
Ch1625
Do you have any children who are aged 16 to 25, who you had contact with while they
were growing up. (This could include step and adopted children – (textfill included if
AdopChldd=yes or StepChldd=yes))?
INTERVIEWER: If respondent does have children in this age range, but did not have
contact with them when they were growing up, please code this as ‘no’.
1. yes
2. no
If Ch1625=Yes THEN
TalkCh
SHOW CARD DD
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How easy or difficult did you find it to talk to your children about sexual
matters when they were growing up. Please tell me an answer from this card?
1. Easy
2. Difficult
3. Easy with some children but difficult with others
4. It depended on the topic
5. I did not discuss sexual matters with my children
END IF
END IF
UAgeSex
Nowadays, how many young people in the UK do you think have had sexual intercourse before
their 16th birthday
INTERVIEWER: Read out…
1. Less than a quarter
2. About a quarter
3. About a half
4. About three-quarters; or
5. More than three-quarters?
6.. Don't know
Refused

RskYou
CARD EE
There are different opinions about how many people are at risk of becoming infected with HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS, but we would like to know what you think about the risks to you,
personally, with your present sexual lifestyle?
Just tell me the letter that corresponds to your answer.
1 (H) Greatly at risk
2 (B) Quite a lot
3 (W) Not very much
4 (S) Not at all at risk
5 Don't know
STIRisk
CARD EE, again
People are also at risk of getting other sexually transmitted infections. What do you think about
the risks to you, personally, with your present lifestyle of getting a sexually transmitted infection
that is not HIV?
Just tell me the letter that corresponds to your answer.
1. (H) Greatly at risk
2. (B) Quite a lot
3. (W) Not very much
4. (S) Not at all at risk
5. Don’t know
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HOUSEHOLD CLASSIFICATION

HHSize
Finally, a few questions about this household.
Including yourself, how many people live here regularly as members of this household.
INTERVIEWER: Enter number of people INCLUDING respondent.
Range: 1..14
Note: changes to HHSize made at start of wave 3 (found that people were answering HHSize
incorrectly in wave 1)
[REPEAT Gender TO Reltor FOR EACH OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER]
HHName1
I would (now) like to ask about the others in your household:
INTERVIEWER: Collect the first name of the next person in the household
Gender
Is (name) male or female?
1
Male
2
Female
AgeOf
What was (name)’s age last birthday?
Range: 0..120
RelToR
CARD FF
How is (name) related to you?
1. Spouse / civil partner
2. Cohabiting partner
3. Son/daughter (incl. adopted)
4. Step-son/daughter
5. Foster child
6. Son-in-law/daughter-in-law
7. Parent/guardian
8. Step-parent
9. Foster parent
10. Parent-in-law
11. Brother/sister (incl. adopted)
12. Step- or half-brother/sister
13. Foster brother/sister
14. Brother/sister-in-law
15. Grand-child
16. Grand-parent
17. Other relative
18. Other non-relative (e.g. flat mates)

END REPEAT
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IF RelToR not married/civil partnership for any member of household THEN
MarStat
At present are you ... READ OUT AS FAR AS NECESSARY TO CODE...
1. single, that is never married and never registered in a same-sex civil partnership
2. married and living with husband/wife
3. in a registered same-sex civil partnership and living with your partner
4. separated, but still legally married
5. divorced
6. widowed?
7. [spontaneous only] separated, but still legally in a same-sex civil partnership
8. [spontaneous only] formerly a same sex civil partner, the civil partnership now legally
dissolved
9. [spontaneous only] a surviving civil partner: his/her partner having since died

Note: If there is a cohabitee in the HH grid (i.e. If CoOppHH=Yes OR CoSamHH=Yes) then PPLive
is computed to be yes. If there is not a cohabitee in the HH grid and MarStat=Single, then we ask
PPLive.
The routing for PPlive is therefore:
IF (CoOppHH=Yes OR CoSamHH=Yes) OR (MarStat=Single AND CoOppHH<>Yes AND
CoSamHH<>Yes)

IF (MarStat = Single) AND RelToR not cohabiting for any member of household THEN
PPLive
Have you ever lived as a couple with a (woman or man/man or woman) to whom you
were not married?
1
Yes
2
No
ENDIF
IF (ReltoR=married or cohabiting) OR [Marstat=..Married, Separ, Divorced, Widowed] OR
(PPLive = Yes)) THEN
PPNum
I would like to ask about every occasion that you have been married, in a Civil Partnership or
lived with someone as a couple. First, can I check, how many times have you been married,
in a Civil Partnership or lived with someone as a couple?
Enter number of marriages, civil partnerships and cohabitations.
Include only cohabitations of one month or longer.
Include gay/lesbian cohabitatons.
Range: 1..20
[REPEAT PP1YSTRT TO PPMSTOP FOR UP TO 4 MOST RECENT COHABITATIONS
PLUS FIRST - UP TO 5 IN TOTAL]
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Pp1ystrt
(I'd like to begin by asking you about the most recent occasion you were married, in a Civil
Partnership or living with someone as a couple/ I'd like to ask you about this occasion/ Now
I'd like to ask about the second most recent partner that you have lived with/ third most
recent partner that you have lived with/ fourth most recent partner you have lived with/I’d
now like to ask you about the first partner you ever lived with.)
When did you first start living with (your current/this partner) - in what year?
Range: 1952…2014

IF Pp1ystrt was in the last 5 years THEN
Pp1mstrt
And which month in that year?
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December
97 Can't remember the month
END IF
IF ReltoR<>Married, cohab) THEN
PP1MS
At that time, were you married, in a civil partnership or living as a couple with that person?
1
Married
2
Civil Partnership
3
Living as a couple
IF (PP1MS = Cohab) THEN
Pp1mar
IF NECESSARY, ASK: (Can I check,) Did you get married to or enter into a Civil
Partnership with this partner?
1 Yes
2 No
IF (Pp1mar = Yes) THEN
Pp1ymar
When did you get married or enter a Civil Partnership - in what year?
Range: 1950..2014
Pp1mmar
And which month in that year?
1
January
2
February
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

IF ((PP1MS <> married) AND (Pp1mar <> Yes)) THEN
Pp1sex
And this partner was ...READ OUT AS FAR AS NECESSARY TO CODE...
1 ...of the opposite sex
2 ...or of the same sex?
ENDIF
IF (Respondent no longer living with that partner) THEN
Pp1ystop
When did you stop living with this partner - in what year?
INTERVIEWER: press <ctrl> and <k> if respondent is still living with partner.
INTERVIEWER: Still living with if they continued to share a dwelling.
Range: 1951...2013
IF started and ended cohabitation within same calendar year (based on Pp1ystrt
and Pp1ystop) THEN
Pp1months
How many months did you live with this partner for?
1..12
END IF
IF most recently ended cohabitation THEN
PPWhy
CARD GG
Why did your relationship with this partner end - can you just tell me the code letters?
PROBE: What other reason?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
1 (B) Relationship has not ended
2 (D) Death of partner
3 (E) Difficulties with sex life
4 (F) Other (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)
5 (J) Domestic violence
6 (K) Different interests/nothing in common
7 (N) Unfaithfulness/adultery
8 (Q) Arguments
9 (R) Not having children
10 (S) Grew apart
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11 (V) Moved because of change in circumstances (eg. changed jobs)
12 (X) Lack of respect or appreciation
13 (Y) Not sharing household responsibilities
14 (Z) Money problems
ENDIF
Note: Answer options displayed in randomised order on show card
IF Other IN PPWhy THEN
XPPWhy
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <ALT> + <S> when finished.
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
Tenure
SHOW CARD HH
Do you (or your household) own or rent this (house/flat/accommodation)?
Just tell me the number on the card.
1 Own it outright
2 Buying it with the help of a mortgage or loan
3 Pay part rent and part mortgage (shared ownership)
4 Rent it
5 Live here rent free (including rent free in relative's/friend's property; excluding
squatting)
LiveHere
Have you always lived in this (city/town/village)?
INTERVIEWER: 'City' includes all of London.
1 Yes
2 No
IF (LiveHere = No) THEN
WhenMove
How old were you when you moved to this (city/town/village)?
INTERVIEWER: Enter age. if less than 1, enter 0.
If left and came back, get age when returned.
Range: 0..74
ENDIF
RActiv
CARD II
Which of these descriptions applies to what you were doing last week, that is, in the seven days
ending last Sunday?
PROBE: Which others?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
1
Going to school or college full-time (including on vacation)
2
In paid employment or self-employed (or temporarily away)
3
On a Government scheme for employment training
4
Doing unpaid work for a business that you own, or that a relative owns
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Waiting to take up paid work already obtained
Looking for paid work or a Government training scheme (unemployed)
Intending to look for work but prevented by temporary sickness or injury
(If more than 28 days use option 8 instead)
Permanently unable to work because of long-term sickness or disability (USE
ONLY FOR MEN AGED 16- 65 OR WOMEN AGED 16-60)
Retired from paid work
Looking after home or family
Doing something else (Specify at next question)

IF Other IN RActiv THEN
XRActiv
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <alt>+<s> when finished.
ENDIF
IF JPdWork IN RActiv THEN
Hours
How many hours a week do you usually work in this job?
INTERVIEWER: Prompt if necessary.
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent has more than one job the respondent should take their
main job. If the respondent cannot decide which job is their main job, then they should
answer about the one that they work the largest number of hours.
1 50 or more
2 35 to 49
3 10 to 34
4 Less than 10
IF Hours IN [m50..f10t34] THEN
REvrAway
Does your job ever take you away from home for at least one night (or more) at a time?
INTERVIEWER: Exclude night shift working.
1
Yes
2
No
IF (REvrAway = Yes) THEN
RNgtAway
In the past 12 months, about how many nights have you spent away from home in
connection with your job?
INTERVIEWER: Exclude night shift working.
Range: 0..365
ENDIF

RNights
Do you usually work night shifts?
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent works a rotation of day and night shifts then code
“no’’
1. Yes
2. No
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ENDIF
ENDIF
IF ((Hours = l10) OR (NOT JPdWork IN RActiv AND NOT WaitWork IN RActiv)) THEN
RLastJob
When did you last have a paid job of at least 10 hours a week (other than the government
scheme you mentioned)?
1 Never had a paid job of 10+ hours/week
2 Only jobs have been holiday/vacation/gap year/Saturday jobs
3 Within past 6 months
4 Over 6 months to 1 year ago
5 Over 1 to 5 years ago
6 Over 5 to 10 years ago
7 Over 10 to 20 years ago
8 Over 20 years ago
ENDIF
IF NOT RLastJob IN [Never..Hols, Year20..Over20] (i.e. if have had a job of at least 10
hours a week in the last 10 years) THEN
RSIC
I'd like to ask you some details about (the job you were doing last week/ the job you are
waiting to take up/ the last job you had of at least 10 hours a week)
What (does/did) the firm or organisation you worked for mainly make or do at the place
where you (work/will work/worked)?
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent has more than one job the respondent should take
their main job. If the respondent cannot decide which job is their main job, then they
should answer about the one that they work the largest number of hours.
Text: Maximum 80 characters
RJobTtl
What (is/was) your main job (going to be)?
INTERVIEWER: enter job title.
Text: Maximum 80 characters
RJobDes
What (do you /will you /did you) mainly do in your job?
Text: Maximum 80 characters
RQualif
What qualifications or training (are/were) needed to do the job?
Text: Maximum 80 characters
REmpStat
(Are you/Will you be/ Were you) working as an employee or (are you/ will you be/ were you)
self-employed?
1 employee
2 self-employed
IF ((REmpStat = Emp) THEN
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RManage
In your job, did you have any formal responsibility for supervising the work of other
employees?
1 .Yes
2 No
REmpNum
How many people (work/worked) for your employer at the place where you (work/will
work/worked)? Were there…
1 1 -24
2 25 – 499, or
3 500+
ELSEIF (REmpStat = SelfEmp) THEN
RSEOwn
(Are/Were) you working on your own or (do/did) you have employees?
1 on own/with partner(s) but not employees
2 With employees
IF RSEOwn=with employees THEN
RSENum
How many people (do/did/will) you employ at the place where you
(work/worked/will work).
(Are/Were/Will) there (be)…
1 1 - 24
2 25 – 499, or
3 500+?
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF ReltoR=Spouse or cohabiting partner) or MarStat IN [married..Civilprt] THEN
PActiv
CARD II
Which of these descriptions applies to what your (wife/husband/ Civil partner/ partner)
was doing last week, that is, in the seven days ending last Sunday?
PROBE: Which others?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
1
Going to school or college full-time (including on vacation)
2
In paid employment or self-employed (or temporarily away)
3
On a Government scheme for employment training
4
Doing unpaid work for a business that you own, or that a relative own
5
Waiting to take up paid work already obtained
6
Looking for paid work or a Government training scheme
7
Intending to look for work but prevented by temporary sickness or injury
(CHECK MAX 28 DAYS)
8
Permanently unable to work because of long-term sickness or disability
(USE ONLY FOR MEN AGED 16- 65 OR WOMEN AGED 16-60)
9
Retired from paid work
10
Looking after home or family
11
Doing something else (Specify at next question)
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IF Other IN PActiv THEN
XPActiv
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <ALT> + <S> when finished.
ENDIF
IF JPdWork IN PActiv THEN
PHours
How many hours a week does your (wife/husband/ Civil Partner/ partner) usually
work in that job?
INTERVIEWER: Prompt if necessary.
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent’s partner has more than one job take their
main job. If the respondent cannot decide which job is their main job, then they
should answer about the one that their partner works the largest number of
hours.
1
2
2
3

50 or more
35 to 49
10 to 34
Less than 10

IF PHours IN [m35..f10t34] THEN
PEvrAway
Does your (wife/husband/ Civil Partner /partner 's) job ever take (her/him)
away from home for more than one night at a time?
1
Yes
2
No
IF (PEvrAway = Yes) THEN
PNgtAway
In the past 12 months, about how many nights has (she/he) spent
away from home in connection with (her/his) job?
Range: 0..365
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF ((PHours = l10) OR (NOT JPdWork IN PActiv AND NOT WaitWork IN PActiv))
THEN
PLastJob
When did your (wife/husband/ Civil Partner / partner) last have a paid job of at
least 10 hours a week (other than the government scheme you mentioned)?
1
Never had a paid job of 10+ hours/week
2
Only jobs have been holiday/vacation/gap year/Saturday jobs
3
Within past 6 months
4
Over 6 months to 1 year ago
5
Over 1 to 5 years ago
6
Over 5 to 10 years ago
7
Over 10 to 20 years ago
8
Over 20 years ago
ENDIF
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IF NOT PLastJob IN [Never..Hols, Year20..Over20] (i.e. partner had a job in the last
10 years of over 10 hours a week) THEN
PSIC
I'd like to ask you some details about (the job (your wife/husband/civil
partner/partner) was doing last week/ the job (your wife/husband/civil
partner/partner) is waiting to take up/ the last job (your wife/husband/civil
partner/partner) had of at least 10 hours a week)
What (does/did) the firm or organisation (he/she) worked for mainly make or do
at the place where (he/she) (work/will work/worked)?
INTERVIEWER: If respondent’s partner has more than one job take their main
job. If the respondent cannot decide which job is their main job, then they should
answer about the one that their partner works the largest number of hours.
Text: Maximum 80 characters
PJobTtl
What (is/was) (his/her) main job (going to be)?
INTERVIEWER: enter job title.
Text: Maximum 80 characters
PJobDes
What (do /will /did) (he./she) mainly do in (his/her) job?
Text: Maximum 80 characters
PQualif
What qualifications or training (are/were) needed to do the job?
Text: Maximum 80 characters
PEmpStat
(Is/will/was) (he/she) (be) working as an employee or (Is/will/was) (he/she) (be)
self-employed?
1
employee
2
self-employed
IF (PEmpStat = Emp) THEN
PManage
In your job, did (he/she) have any formal responsibility for supervising the
work of other employees?
1 .Yes
2 No
PEmpNum
How many people (work/worked) for (his/her) employer at the place
where (he/she) (work/will work/worked)? Were there…
1 1 -24
2 25 – 499, or
3 500+
ELSEIF ((REmpStat = SelfEmp) AND (RDirctr <> Yes)) THEN
PSEOwn
(is/was)(he/she) working on (his/her) own or (does/did) (he/she)
have employees?
1 on own/with partner(s) but not employees
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2 With employees
IF RSEOwn=with employees THEN
PSENum
How many people (do/did) you employ at the place where
you (work/worked)? (Are/Were) there…
1
1 - 24
2
25 – 499, or
3
500+
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
END IF
Income
I’m now going to ask you about the total income of everyone in your household put together. I
only need to know an approximate amount from this card.
SHOWCARD JJ
Please can you look at this card and tell me which letter represents your TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
INCOME from all sources BEFORE tax and other deductions. This includes earnings from
employment or self-employment, income from benefits and pensions, and income from other
sources such as interest from savings.
Annual
(F) Under £2,500
(X) £2,500 - £4,999
(J) £5,000 - £9,999
(B) £10,000 - £19,999
(Z) £20,000 - £29,999
(L) £30,000 - £39,999
(K) £40,000 - £49,999
(T) £50,000 or more

Weekly
Under £50
£50 - £99
£100 - £199
£200 - £389
£390 - £579
£580 - £769
£770 - £969
£970 or more

Monthly
Under £200
£200 - £399
£400 - £829
£830 - £1649
£1,650 - £2,499
£2,500 - £3,349
£3,350 - £4,149
£4,150 or more

SPONTANEOUS : Nothing/No work or scheme
Don’t Know
Refused

Note: Answer options for income displayed in alphabetical order in the
program, so in the dataset will be in a different order
IF RActiv<> going to school or college THEN
TEdAge
At what age did you complete your continuous full-time education?
If you had a 'gap' year between school and university or college please include it as
continuous.
INTERVIEWER: If not yet finished, enter 96.
If respondent never went to school, enter 97.
Range: 1..97
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END IF
AnyExam
CARD KK
Have you passed any exams or got any of the qualifications on this card?
1 Yes
2 No, none
IF (AnyExam = Yes) THEN
Exams
CARD KK
Please read down the list and tell me the highest qualification that you have, that is, the first
one you come to.
INTERVIEWER: Code one only.
1 Degree level qualification
2 A-levels
3 AS level
4 SLC Higher Grade, etc
5 O-level, 1975 or earlier
6 O-level, after 1975 A-C
7 O-level, after 1975 D-E
8 GCSE grades A*-C
9 GCSE grades D-G
10 CSE grade 1, etc
11 CSE grades 2-5, etc
12 CSE Ungraded
13 SLC Lower
14 SUPE Lower or Ordinary
15 School Certificate
16 Foreign qualification
ENDIF
AnyQual
CARD LL
And do you have any of the qualifications on this card?
1 Yes
2 No, none
IF (AnyQual = Yes) THEN
Quals
CARD LL
Which ones? Please read out the numbers. PROBE: Which others?
INTERVIEWER: Code all that apply.
1 Teaching qualification
2 Nursing qualification
3 HNC/HND, etc
4 ONC/OND, etc
5 City & Guilds Full
6 City & Guilds Advanced
7 City & Guilds Craft
8 NVQ Level 5
9 NVQ Level 4
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10
11
12
13
14
15

NVQ Level 3, etc
NVQ Level 2, etc
NVQ Level 1, etc
Recognised trade apprenticeship completed
Clerical or Commercial Qual
Other vocational or professional qualification (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)

IF Other IN Quals THEN
XQuals
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <ALT> +<S> when finished.
ENDIF
ENDIF
TypeSch
Was the last school you attended a mixed school or for (boys/girls) only?
INTERVIEWER: Exclude 6th form college; include 6th form at a school if respondent was in 6th
form.
1 Mixed school
2 Single sex school
3 Single sex up to 6th form but mixed 6th form
Boarder
Was any of your secondary schooling as a boarder at a boarding school?
INTERVIEWER: exclude respondents who were day pupils at a boarding school.
1 Yes
2 No
IF ((BothMaPa2 = Yes) OR WhoLive=2,3,4,5) THEN
Par1Occ
What was your (mother/father)’s job when you were 14?
INTERVIEWER: Code type of job into one of the answer categories below. If you are unable
to code the job then select ‘10’ and type in the job title at the next question.
If (mother/father) didn't have a job, then ask about the job (she/he) used to have. CODE
ONE ONLY.
1 Farmer or farm manager
2 Farm worker
3 Skilled manual work (plumber, electrician, fitter, train driver, cook, hairdresser)
4 Semi-skilled or unskilled manual work (machine operator, assembler, postman, waiter,
cleaner, labourer)
5 Professional or technical work (doctor, accountant, school teacher, social worker,
computer programmer, nurse)
6 Manager or administrator (company director, manager, executive officer, local authority
officer)
7 Clerical (clerk, secretary)
8 Sales (telephone selling, shop assistant)
9 (Never had job/permanently sick or disabled)
10 Other job/other answer - SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION
11 Can't say
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[Note: if lived with both, asked about father]
IF (Par1Occ = Other) THEN
XPar1Occ
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <ALT> + <S> when finished.
ENDIF
IF Par1Occ IN [Farmer..Sales] THEN
Par2Occ
Was your (mother/father) working as an employee or was (SHE/HE) self-employed?
1
employee
2
self-employed
Par3Occ
In (his/her) job, did (he/she) have any formal responsibility for supervising the work of
other employees?
1 Yes
2 No
ENDIF
ENDIF
Ethnic
CARD MM
To which of the ethnic groups on this card do you consider you belong?
A. White
1. British
2. Irish
3. Any Other White background
B. Mixed
4. White and Black Caribbean
5. White and Black African
6. White and Asian
7. Any Other Mixed background
C. Asian or Asian British
8. Indian
9. Pakistani
10. Bangladeshi
11. Any Other Asian background
D. Black or British Black
12. Caribbean
13. African
14. Any Other Black background
E. Chinese or other ethnic group
15. Chinese
16. Any Other
SexID
CARD NN
Which of the options on this card best describes how you think of yourself?
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Please just tell me the letter next to the description on this card.
1.
2.
3.
4.

(R) Heterosexual / Straight
(H) Gay/ Lesbian
(I) Bisexual
(J) Other

ReligImp
How important are religion and religious beliefs to you, now?
Are they ...READ OUT..
1 very important,
2 fairly important,
3 not very important,
4 or not important at all?
BelRelig
Thinking of the present time, do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion?
1 Yes
2 No, none
IF (BelRelig = Yes) THEN
WhiRel
Which one?
1
Christian - no denomination
2
Roman Catholic
3
Church of England/Anglican
4
United Reform Church (URC)
5
Congregational
6
Baptist
7
Methodist
8
Presbyterian/Church of Scotland
9
Other Christian (specify at next question)
10
Hindu
11
Jew
12
Islam/Muslim
13
Sikh
14
Buddhist
15
Other non-Christian (specify at next question)
IF ((WhiRel = OthChr) OR (WhiRel = OthNC)) THEN
XWhiRel
INTERVIEWER: Type in other answer given, press <alt> + <s> when finished.
ENDIF
OftRelig
Apart from special occasions such as weddings, funerals and baptisms, how often do you
attend services or meetings connected with your religion?
1 Once a week or more
2 Less often but at least once in two weeks
3 Less often but at least once a month
4 Less often but at least twice a year
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5 Less often but at least once a year
6 Less often
7 Never or practically never
8 Varies
ENDIF
NetAcc
Does your household have access to the Internet from home?
1. Yes
2. No
TPhone
Some interviews in a survey are checked to make sure that people like yourself are satisfied
with the way the interview was carried out. Just in case yours is one of the interviews that is
checked, it would be helpful if we could have your telephone number.
INTERVIEWER: If given, enter telephone number on front of arf.
1 Number given
2 Number refused
3 No telephone
4 Number unknown
Ttl
INTERVIEWER: Please enter the title of the respondent.
Initl
INTERVIEWER: Please enter the first name of the respondent.
Surname
INTERVIEWER: Enter the surname of the respondent.
IntAgain
"It is possible that we may want to contact you again to obtain further information about some of
the topics covered in this study. Would you be willing for a researcher from the study team to
contact you again about taking part in another interview?"
IF NECESSARY ADD: You do not have to say now whether you would actually do an interview,
just whether it would be OK for us to contact you about it.
The study team is a team of researchers at the National Centre for Social Research, University
College London, and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical medicine.
1
Yes
2
No
The following questions about email address were added from Wave 3 onwards.
{IF IntAgain=Yes}
Email
"Is there an email address we could contact you on?"
INTERVIEWER: If asked, please reassure the respondent that we will only use their
email address to contact them about taking part in further research. We will not add
them to any mailing lists and we will never give their email address to anyone outside
the study team."
: YesNo
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{If email=Yes}
EmAdd
"RECORD EMAIL ADDRESS.
@/@/INTERVIEWER: READ ADDRESS BACK TO RESPONDENT TO CHECK."
: STRING[40]
{If email=Yes}
ConEmail
"INTERVIEWER: The email address given is:
@/@/ ^EmailY
@/@/IS THIS CORRECT?
@/@/GO BACK AND CHANGE IF NOT CORRECT":
(Correct "Correct",
NotCorr "@INOT@I correct"), NODK,NORF
END IF
ENDIF
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URINE AND SALIVA SAMPLE REQUEST
[URINE ASKED OF A SUBSAMPLE OF RESPONDENTS: ALL 16-17 YEAR OLDS; ALL 18-24
YEAR OLDS WHO HAVE HAD SEX (hetlife>0 or samlife>0); A RANDOMLY SELECTED
SAMPLE OF 25-44 YEAR OLDS (85%) WHO HAVE HAD SEX (hetlife>0 or samlife>0); ALL
MEN AGED 16-44 WHO HAVE HAD SEX WITH ANOTHER MAN in the last 5 years
(RSex=Male AND sam5yrs>0)]
Urine:
I would now like to ask if you would be willing to take part in the next part of the study which is
to provide a small sample of urine. The sample will be sent to the Health Protection Agency and
analysed for some infections that can be passed on by sexual contact. This leaflet gives you
more information about the test.
It is important that as many people as possible take part to make sure that the results
accurately reflect British population and you will receive a £5 voucher to thank you for your
participation
INTERVIEWER: Hand urine test information leaflet to respondent.
Press <1> and <enter> to continue.
UrinResp
"Would you be willing to provide a small urine sample?"
INTERVIEWER: If the respondent cannot give a sample now, you can return at a later date and
they can do it then. However, if you are doing this please do not leave the equipment with the
respondent – explain to them that you will bring it with you on your return and they will need to
provide the sample then.
1. "Respondent agreed
2. Respondent does not agree
3. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: Respondent asks you to return at a later date / time
IF (UrinResp=1 or 2) THEN
UrinCons
INTERVIEWER: Ask respondent to initial and sign urine test consent form.
1. Written consent for both urine and storage obtained
2. Written consent for urine test only (consent for storage not obtained)
3. No written consents obtained
IF UrinCons=1 THEN
UrNoStor
We are interested to know whether there is anything we can do to improve how
the request for consent to storing urine for future studies is introduced. May I ask
is there a reason you did not consent for your urine to be stored? Any feedback
or information about what put you off would be really helpful.
Open Type: Long verbatim answer.
END IF
IF UrinCons=1 or 2 THEN
UrineEq
INTERVIEWER:
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Prepare the equipment for the respondent: Make sure the tube is attached
tightly onto the funnel before giving the equipment to the respondent.
Demonstrate how the firstburst works: Ask the respondent to make sure they
firmly click the lid onto the tube.":
UrineLab
Write serial number and respondent's date of birth and sex on the label.
Serial number: XXXXXX Date of birth: xx/xx/xxxx Sex: female/male

Ask respondent to attach the label to the urine tube when they return with
their sample.
UrinSamp
"INTERVIEWER CODE:"
1. "Urine sample provided"
2. "Sample not provided"
IF UrinSamp=1 THEN
UrPack
INTERVIEWER:
Ask the respondent whether they had any problems giving the sample.
Please check that the sample tube is full.
Give the respondent the ID label to stick onto the tube.
Get the respondent to place the urine sample in the plastic bag with the
absorbent material and seal the bag.
Check through the bag that the tube lid is clicked on properly.
Place the bag into the pre-paid postage box and seal the box using the
security seal.
Thank
Thank the respondent for (his/her) help and hand (him/her) the £5
voucher as a thank you.
END IF
IF UrinSamp=2 THEN
NoSamp
"Why was urine sample not provided?"
END IF
END IF
IF UrinResp=3 THEN
UrApp
Arrange an appointment with the respondent to complete the sample at a later date.
You will need to explain the process to the respondent at that visit AND obtain written
consent before collecting any samples.
END IF
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SALIVA SAMPLE REQUEST
[SALIVA ASKED OF A RANDOMLY SELECTED SUBSAMPLE OF RESPONDENTS AGED 1874 WHO DO NOT USUALLY WORK NIGHT SHIFTS (Rnights<>yes).]
SalivaIn
I would now like to ask if you would be willing to take part in the final part of the study which is
to provide a small sample of saliva. The sample will be sent to the Glasgow Royal Infirmary and
analysed for testosterone. This leaflet gives you more information about the test.
It is important that as many people as possible take part to make sure that the results
accurately reflect British population and you be sent a £5 voucher to thank you for your time
once the laboratory has received your sample.”
INTERVIEWER: Hand saliva test information leaflet to respondent.
SalResp
"Would you be willing to provide a small saliva sample?"
1.
Respondent agreed
2 Respondent does not agree
SalRef
INTERVIEWER: Why was the saliva sample not provided?
SalCons
INTERVIEWER: Ask the respondent to initial and sign the saliva test consent form.
1. Written consent for both saliva test and storage obtained
2. Written consent for saliva test only (consent for storage not given)
3. No written consents obtained
IF (SalCons=1 or 2) THEN
SalExp
INTERVIEWER: clearly explain the procedure for collecting the saliva sample to the
respondent.
SalLab
Write serial number and respondent's date of birth and sex on the ID label, and write
serial number on the reply slip.
Serial number: XXXXXX Date of birth: xx/xx/xxxx Sex: female/male
Remember to put the label on the small tube and check that the respondent knows what
is expected of them.
SalCall
If it’s ok with you, I will give you a phone call tomorrow as a reminder, and check
whether you have any questions.
INTERVIEWER: Code whether the respondent agreed to the reminder phone call.
1 Yes, respondent agreed to phone call
2 No, respondent did not want to be called.
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IF SalCall=Yes THEN
SalNum
INTERVIEWER: arrange a convenient time to call the respondent in the morning
(between 7am and 10am).
Make sure you have written the respondent’s phone number on the ARF.
Press <1> and <enter> to continue.
ThankSal
INTERVIEWER: Thank respondent and hand them a promissory note for the saliva
sample. Explain that their £5 voucher will be sent out from the office as soon once the
lab have let us know that they have received the saliva sample
END IF

Thank
Give the respondent £15 vouchers for the interview as a token of appreciation and ask him/her
to sign the voucher receipt form. If applicable, please remember to include the additional £5
voucher for urine on the voucher receipt form.
Please remember to give him/her the helplines leaflet
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